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QuemadoNew Mexico Road Projects. EDITORIAL SAYINGS 8-Local Items
leaders practically all the greatStatesmen of the last sixty years.It is a national and not a sec There are a number of road
Right and Wrong in the Railroad and Coal Strikes.
That there is right and wrong on both sides in the railroad and
coal strikes every fair minded person must admit.
Every person capable of right thinking wishes the coal men,
the railroad men, and evt ry other class of labor, skilled or un-
skilled, organized or unorganized to have all to which they are
iustlv entitled, leeallv and morally. But thev are expected to get
i. uaea or mangas wastional party. Proof of this is fur
nished in the fact that the Re. J. R. Gaunt and Dr. L. A. County Agent to farmer:
"If vcu Wonlft nen vnnr horf andnere. Eugene is being mentionedJessen drove to Alpuquerquepublican party has had control of ror the orhe of county clerk. feed them recularv on Brain, they
the government forty six out oi would fatten in much shorter time."Monday on business; they expectto return Thursday.
projects under way in New
Mexico. The Mesealero-Clotid-crof- t
highway which lies within
the reservation is being comple-
ted to within three milosof. the
reservation boundary and it is
the last sixty two years and dur-
ing that period all sections of Mr. and Mrs. Hermino Garcia
farmer: "What's time to a ho;?"
A negro preacher was holding camptheir rights in a manner which does notdistsoy the rights of oth- - irom bt.Johns, Ariz, are visiting meeting. One evening after preaching:Morris Bloom left Tuesday morn aou Mrs. JJionicin Sannho vigorously for a considerable time;
working his hearers into ahoutinsr conMrs. Garcia and Mrs. Sanchez
the United States have prospered
and developed under the policies
of the party.
It has never wavered in its
patriotism in any war, nor in its
are sisters.
expected that the Indian depart-ment-w- ill
allow an appropriation
to complete the three miles.
The remainder of the highway
runs thru the Lincoln national
dition of thought, and exhorting them
jo come up and jine de army of deLawd; he seemed to center his sraza
one who felt thathe was beinsr sine-le- dstand for the protection of the
iikg tor LI raso in an uverianu
car. With him were Mrs. M. E.
Rhein and Mrs. N. B. Smith.
Jack Erases and family are in
Reseave for a week end visit.
Jack also has exuensive business
interests here which also require
out as a hardened sinner, who aaid.forest, a distance of about four
i ' i uunier nas heen verybusy moving and lining things Fahson, I'sdone lined." Where, did
ern Gotten otherwise they are never secure.
Human nature is the same wherever found, whether covered by
broadcloth or denim. Human nature is greedy, selfish, dishonest,
stubborn. There is nothing good in human nature, for when good
thoughts arise they have already ceased to be human. "As a man
thinketh in his heart so is he," is a quotation which is literally
true and which nothing can change. And naturally as he thinketh
so will he act toward his fellow man.
;
,Greed and selfishness, hatred, and disregard for the rights of
others, cause strikes, personal encounters and wars. It is all due
the mental attitude, and as "There is nothing good or bad but
rights of American citizens
wherever they may be.
It is the party of patriotism,
miles. It is expected that the
foaest service will complete the
you jined,brother?'r-rh- preacher said.
Why. I lined, de Bantist " Lawd
up i"r uie Beginning of the local
schools which will commence
early next month.
Z L C It
project ueiore spring irom an ehile", replied the preacher, "Youdon't beloiitr to da irmv. vnu hclono- - tahis attention.
denavy."v
prosperity, eniciency and con
tructive progress.
Its past guarantees its future,
II. 0. Bursum
Mrs Eusebio Silva who has Hard to sink wardebtl with inflatedtram Hiler, forest ranger, currency.formerly located at the Datil Sta
uecr very sick is now reporteddoin,;- well and recovering fastthinking makes it so, " it behooves all to think right Anybody who drinks to foro-a- t Mmtion, is moving into Reserve,Every man has the right to leave his employment, but he ha troubles will meet with success If ithaving been transferred here by appens to be wood alcohol.
appropriation made by congress
for improvement of roads in the
national forests.
It is announced that $10,000
will be expended this fall on the
Salazarcanyon road which is a
part of the Lincoln highway
near Capitan.
The forest service will have
a large sum available soon for
the improvement of trails
thronghout the forests.
Test Covers Before Canning
no right to say that no oue shall take his place, and least of all has supervisor A. H. Douglas. J. A.
I Believe there is one fhino- - tn ha aidSimmons who was stationed herehe the right :o use violence to prevent it. has been transferred to Magda n favero the gunman. He always yells
'Your money or yourlife"A hootleo-o-e- r''Combinations in restraint of trade, to use a tsmUiar ex lena. Mr, Simmon, s many ftiends wants both.
, whether of capital or labor, are wrong and should not be
iwr. biiv will soon resume his1
old work pt Largo.
Mrs. Leo C.wald and her son
Claud have hen here visiting
relatives and f.iends since earlylast week but v.r.intentionlly wereleft out of our locals last week.
Manuel J.iramillo who is put
ting up a i; ce building in town
ias gone to his Caion ranch fn,
entertained himself and family0 tolerated. The averaire man's Mea f latarinrwith a farewell dance Saturday
When the mental attitude of "The public be damned" take decoration is a square meal.night. .
form and manifests itself in total disregard for all public welfare If every worker did mora than U
In answer to criticisms directed
against him and others in the
Senate, interested in wool grow-
ing, and lodged by Senator Cara-
way, Democrat, of Arkansas,
Senator H, 0. Bursum brands
this attack as "a case of bidding
and obtaining cheap notoriety in
order to carry out propaganda for
political purposes", and as quo-
ted in'the Congressional Record
under date of Augnst 4th. says:
"The Senator from Arkansas
seems to be very much disturbed
iibout the moral integrity of the
Senate. He introduced his reso-
lutions pursuant to an article
rejoicing over discomfort and suffering, even at times resorting t( paid to do and every employer paidmore than he ia compelled to pay, we
would have no strikes.whnlpsflle murder that selfish ends may be realized, is a conditior i
From Office of the Couuty Agent.
Spoilage in canned goodn is
often due to defective covers an
rubbers. These should always be
which calls for drastic action.
brand his steers. Mr. Jaramillo
repnrts a good crop of calvs and
the range picking up,
Bootleg liquor may kill the consumer,but it heels the bootlegger.Tr mnlfps no difference whether the combination be capital oi
careiuny tested before usingfi i. Vlabor, if used unjustly it is a menace and should be abolished. Whei
contrary to common opinionthe color of the rubber is no indithe rights of others are duregarded and treated with cold brutal
Ity. right on the other side is greatly compromised. cation oi its value, according
Traveling has been pretty
heavy the last two and three
weeks and our locals Hotels have
been very crowded.
When appealed to by sick passengers; by women about to give Miss Mary B. Richardson of thwhich appeared in the New YorkHerald, charging that certain
CONDENSED
CLASSICS
A TALE OF
- TWO CITIES
Br CHARLES DICKENS
Cenacnasffen ig Mlm Ssm A. Hamlin
New Mexico Agricultural ColSenators were interested in thebirth to children in a desert country in August, with no comforts
and a tempeaturo of 130 degrees; the answer of the trainmen was
"Goto hell!" growing
of wool and that their lege. Good rubbers may be of ancolor, their quality depends upoipersonal interests were responsi una elasticity and flexibible for their support of tariffAfter having been shot bown in cold blood by murderers in
Julian Zamora of this place has
ipened a general line of grocer
es and says will add dry goods
n the near future. Mr. Zamora
which can be tested by pulling,egislation. Suppose some ofthe Illinois coal fields: lying helpless and tortured by a burning stretching and folding. Goodthem are interested in the growthirstand beging for water, a female in human form standing with rubbers will stand much without ld his ranch and intends to ap
Coolidge praises business men for
"bringing the country back to stable
conditions." He is probably referringto the way everything seema to be
stalled.
Prospective seagoers used to wonder
wheather the ship was steady; now
they only inquire whether it is y.
Where the trouble lay. "Did youhave any difficulty with your Frenchin Paris?"
"No-b- ut the French people did."- -
Good Work. A man who was
wanted by the police had been photo-
graphed in six different positions, andthe pictures were circulated amongIhe police. The chief in a small town
wrote headquarters a few days later,
saying, "I duly received the picture ofthe six miscreants whose capture iadesired. I have arrested five of them:
the sixth is under observation and will
be taken soon. "J
High Praise. "Is she very pretty?"
"Pretty! Say. when she rata am a
babe in arms and on foot on the unfortunate victim, replies: "I'll breaking or crackincr and these
tly himself to the mercantile bus
ing of wool? I, for one, am frank
to say that I was interested in
the growing of wool before I
became Senator, and have been so
caresee you in hell first." qualities should always be
fully tested. iness,
we understand.
The cabitalist with his superior cunning, (too often called in
nterested since I have become atelligence) makes use of ('hat cunning to gather to himself more
lichen and special priveleges. He is allowed to operate and to take
A meeting has been called bvSenator. I have always believed
Covers should becarfully fitter,
to jars without the rubber ano
when screwed into place or held
in place by the spring, should be
the Chamber of Commerce fo'
the purpose of discussing several
n the doctrine of protection and
n a tariff on wool.
"The question of the duty on important local questions it isvaiciunjr icaieii uy trying to in nderstood that a heart-to-he- artwool was brought up in my State sert the thumb nail between thcover and the jar. If this can bi i nConvention and it was made an
much more than is his just share of profit, buch a condition very
naturally arouses resentment and hatred.
Every man, especially the one who daily risks his life in work
where skill and experience are required, is entitled to good returns.
He is entitled to a reasonable share of the profit which finds its
way from the public pocket into the coffers of the trusts. And the
employer has a right to expect loyalty and good work.
calk is going to take place at the
neeting over future countvuuiie at any piace, a perrect seaissue in the election of 1921. The
officials.cannot De maae. The covetconvention platform adopted a
Charles John Huf-fa-
Dickens was
born Feb. 7, 1812, at
Portse'a, England,
where his father
was a clerk In the
navy pay office. He
died at Gadshlll
Place, In Kent, on
June 9, 1870.
His dream of
writing came to
him early when as
a boy he read
breathlessly the
battered novels In
his father's library
He became a re-
porter on the Lon-
don newspapers,
and wrote (1S36
"Sketches by Box."
wherein are, In
miniature, all th
abounding virtue
of hlB novels.
The "Pickwick
streetcar the advertising is a total lostshould be removed and if it isduty of 33 cents per pound on screw cover, placed on a hard.wool upon a scoured basis, and Thomas H. Linly of SDerrv.flat surtace and with a metal inupon that platform I was elected Okla, brought a large supply ofon umeiit, such as a spoon oia senator irom that state. 1 navajo wool rugs.If yon believe there are no trusts think of gasoline for your car. publicly pledged the people of unite, ine edges or the covershould be pressed down on theNew Mexico to support a duty ofA poster will be issued this week giving full details 33 cents on clean wool, and. Dinootn sunace until it seems ttouch at all points, then itshoulrrpjrardinsr entrance fees and prizes m the contests
Glenwood
Good showers have been fati
be removed and tested again. If
there is any place where the nau : A.
NATURAL MISTAKE. --Traffic Cop-"He- y.
you! Didn't you h.re m. Tellingfor you to stop?" ,Auto Fiend-"O- h Was that you yell-
ing? I thought that was just somebodyI had run over."
The Last Resort- .- An instruction to
Chiaese soldiers reads "if the rifle Is
broken use the butt, if the butt breaks
use the fist, if the fist fails use th.
teeth. " We would add, if the enemy
pulls out your teeth, tell him he it no
gentleman.
Amenities- .- Rastus and Most war.
having a heated argument. In reply to
some remark Of Rastus, Mose said:
"Guess Iknow, niggah! Doa't y.uthink I'se got any brains?"
"Huh!" Rastus renlieri. "rJiroih if
whieh will be held at the Reserve 1922 Carnival.
Watch the next issue of this paper. Papers" (1S37) werea great successTheir Inimitable
therefore, was charged with the
dutv of carrying out the man-
date of the people of my State.
If I did not Ho so I would be fail-
ing in my dnty3
"One of the fundamentals of
the Organization of this govern-- 1
can ue inserted tne process
should be repeated as before, un-
til it is impossible to insert the
ng recently which make the
hills and fields look beautiful and
ree:i.olllcklng humor captivated the EnKlisheadlng world. His first extended novelll at any point. vrs "Oliver Twist" (1838). . followed bv
Nicholas Nlckleby" 0838-39- "Old Curi- -naif covers are held in place by aTransmisionPower
Wireless
Of islty Shop" and "Barnaby Rudge" (1840- -spring, me cover should be placed 1) He produced some sixteen major
lovels, the last. "The Mystery of Edwin
rood" (1870), being unfinished. "David
:opperfleld" (1869-60- ), held by many to beBy EDWARD M. THIERRY
NEW YORK. Aug.l2-Wireles- s
lis masterpiece, and by not a few to be brains were dynamite, yon. couldn'tblow off your hat!"he greatest story ever written. Is sup- -
losed to be Manytransmission of nower' will be his novels were published In Install- - Recruits.- - First Bootleo-o'er-"Hn-- ,
ment is the ngnt or sovengn
states to have representation in
this body, and I deny the right
if any senator, of any oommit-tee- ,
or even of the Senate itself,
to disfranchise any state from
representation on all questions
before the Senate upon grounds
similar to those advanced in this
resolution. I am thoroughly sat-
isfied with the righteousness of
my vote on wool. It is fair, just,
reasonable, and right, It is an
honest duty due an honorable and
nents, and never before or since has any
iterary publication excited such a furore. business Bill?"
Mas. Louis Jones is being
visited by several of her .family
Her daughter Mrs, Clarence
Ford of Mogollon, and her sister
Mrs. J. B. Porter, and family
from the Tujarosa. Mrs. Edna
McCarty, sister of Louis Jones,
is also with them.
Thomas Gallagher is at the hot
spring in Pleasanton valley
taking the baths for rheumatism
Mrs. Claud Shelton and family
After his Initial successes Dickens' life SECOND BOOTLEGGER.
"Fine, fine. I' ve crot two
a a triumphal procession, saddened
without a rubber and the spring
adjusted and the same test ap-
plied. If the cover does not starrn
the test, the spring should be
loosened, and removed from th.jar and tightened by pressing
the top with the thumbs. It majthen be replaced and the test re
peated. This should be continued
until it' stands the test.
Sometimes there is difficultyin getting covers to fit jars. It
to have all covers and jars
titled before canning begins so
that when once started the work
an go on without delay.
nly by flbniestlc unhapninesB. He visited
America, where his works were even mayors and a district-attorne- y on my
nore popular than In England, In 1842 and payroll, and two judges, a chief of
police and a prohibition airent ara readvHt wrote In his will his own best epi
taph: "I rest my claims to" the remem
to sign-u- next week."
CowBoy Returns On Hia
Atomic Energy Illusion
Atomic energy is not regarded
by Tesla as offering great pros
pects in power development. "In
fact" Tesla eontinncd, "most of
the speculations about ridium
for instance, are without founda
tion. The idea has been produced
in the public mind that the pow-
er of this element is immense.
But the truth is that coal is tril-
lions of times more powerful.
"But we want immediate results.
Wireless power can be made
available at once and in the most
remote places. It is of great eco-
nomic importance but of immeas
urably greater specific value.
"Think of heing able to heat
and light a household, no matter
how distant or inaccessible, by
merely setting up a single ap-
paratus contained in a small box
whcih can readily be carried
about.
"Light bulbs will last forever
being merely exhausted hollow
tubes.
"Wilh wireless power no
travelers, camper- s-
the next astounding and rev-
olutionary development of sci-
ence!
This is the promise of Nikola
Tesla, famous electrical engineer
and intventor -- a promise he says
will be carried into reality with-
in two or three years.
"It is not a mere vision," said
Tesla, in an authorized interview
with JMEA Service. I have per-
fected this system in all its de-
tails and can transmit power to
any terrestial distance- - say 12,
000 miles--wit- h a lo3 not exceed-
ing five Der cent,
essential industry, necessary and brance of my country on my published
works " He might well have substitutedvital to the weltare and security the world" for "my country." Horse After 38 Years:are moving to Las truces thisof the Nation." PerhapB the quality that distinguishes week where they will make thei rhis novels among all others is theirH. 0. Hursum throughout his 3,000 Miles In 124 Daystboundlng humor.entire senatorial career, disre-
garding all personal interests,
has fought ardently in the inter
Continued on laft page. Lynn. Mass.. Aucr. 19. -- Thirrv
future home, lhey are old resi-
dents htre and will be greatly
missed by their friends and rela
tive.. All here, wish them
much prosperity and happiness
in their new location.
eight years ago Geortre Morin
ran away from his home at Sun- -
ests of the people of New Mexi-
co, and remains now in Washing
ton engaging his fight on tariff cock,
M. H.. to be a cowhov Tn.
Reserve 1922 Carnival
September 4th. 5th. 6th.egislation. Such is the kind of
day he was in Lynn, garbed intrue western fashion and HStriderepresentation New Mexico ha-
shing needed. his cow pony "Skeeters" havino- -
LUNA
?????! T covered the 3000 odd miles fromWyoming in 124 davs. according
to his own record. Morin came
back east to see his two sister.need be cut off from civilization !eser BASE BALLand its comforts."The Republican Party
It preserved the Union from
destruction in the dark days of
the Civil War.
It assisted in the growth and
development of our industries
"MERCHANDISING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES"
Hamilton Brown Shoes, Armor Plate Hose,
"Very soon such power will be
available everywhe-- e for purpos- -
es of peace as we'l as war.
"We shall heat and light homes
and operate our factories by
means of power generated from
falling water and cheap fuel
directly at the source of supply
and flashed to us though space.
Trains Without Fuel
. "Airplanes and trains and ships
will carry no fuel but will run by
the transmitted energy. In war
ptjwer generated thousands of
miles away will be applied with
destructive effects of such in-
tent ity as to compel a quick ces-
sation of hostilities."
Tesla sees in hydro-electri- c de-
velopment the greatest possibil-lire- s
but not to the elimination
of coal and oil.
We are bound 'o open up new
sources of power, for we have
daily evidence that energy is
throbbing though space at. an
immense rate and it is merely a
Question of discovering means
for capturing it.
"But no development of this
kind will be as important to the
world and conducive to peaceful
progress of humanity as wireless
transmission of power.
and in raising the wages of laboi
by establishing a protective tar
iff system.
It checked the growing power
and influence of enormous comb-
inations of capital by antitrust
legislation.
tIt improved the conditions of
labor by the enactment of Em-
ployers Liability Acts and other
similar laws.
It placed our currency system
Practice Game
Big Yank Shirts,
Remington Cutlery
Schillings And
Del Monte Products.
Levi Strauss Overalls,
Hodkins Gloves,
Hyer's Boots,
Stetson Hats,
Sunday
on a sound basis and the fight
for Civil Service reform.
It has led in the passage of
Child Labor laws in the states
where such laws obtain.
It has numbered mong its
WATCH FOR OUR NEXT AD. IT WILL INTEREST YOU.
THE RESERVE ADVOCATE. RESERVE. NEW MEXICO
swift Jerk of the line, a flash of silOLDEST AUTO IN UNITED STATES
BETTER
ROADSThe Girl Without aMan
ALWAYS TIRED
HO AMBITION
Nervous and Dizzy, Every
thing Seemed to Worry Me. j
How 1 Got Wefl
Larwfll, Indiana. "My back was sobad I could not do my washing. I was al
STOCK
Accrlcn's Ilrsi cur. built by Kluoncl Iluynes In Imlliinu and successfully
tested out near Kokomn, Iml., on July 4, 1S!I4. wns recently taken from Sinltli-fnnin- n
Institution back to Kokomo fur tlie twenty-eight- h anniversary on July 4.
l'h'itograpli shows (.'onurossmiin Fred 1'iimell from that district In America's
eldest car In front of Smithsonian Institution. This is the first time any
article on exhibition in the Institution has been removed.
ways area oat ana
had no ambition, was
nervous and dizzy
and everything
seemed to worry me)
and I had awful pains
in my right side. Ifelt badly about four
years and could not
do my work aswm have beendone. IsawLydiaE.Pmkham's Vec-a-
table Comnonnd ad
vertised so much and it did so many peo
fie good that I began to take it mysetfjfeeling fine now and everyone tells
me they never saw me looking so well. Ilive on a farm, do all my work, and hav
three little girls to take care of. I am
recommending this medicine to myfriends and know it will help them a
they use it like I do. " Mrs. Herbert
Long, R. R. 8, Box 7, Larwill, IcdianaJ
Many women keep about their work
When it is a great effort. They are al-
ways tired out and have no ambition.
When you are in tbis condition give it
prompt attention.
Take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable)
Compound, for it is especially adaptedto correct such troubles, as it did forMrs. Long.
His Inference.
Tobe Smlthers and Gabe Gunshnni
of the Mount Piggy region of the!
Ozarks were guests of a hotel In thej
Big Ilurg lately. Some time after they
had retired for the night they weref
rudely awakened by the fire chiefs
car raging past with Its siren screech- -
Ing In an unknown tongue.
"What the blue heck was thatTr
cried Mr. Gunshun.
"I d'know pereizely," replied Mr.,
Smathers, "but I reckon some feller'
has stayed out too late and his wife-I- s
hunting him." Kansas City Star.
The man who is dissatisfied with his
work is never happy.
Sure Relief
FOR INDIGESTION
6 Bell-an-s
Hot water
Sure Relief
ELL-AN-S
254 and 75i Packages. Everywhere
TOO
LATE
Death only a matter of short time.
Don't wait until pains and aches
become incurable diseases. Avoid
painful consequences by taking
COLD MEDAL
The world's standard remedy far Udneyi
liver, bladder and orie add troubles the
National Remedy of Holland silica I960.
Three sizes, all druggists.
Leek for the mm Cold Medal on
and accapt no imitation
Quickly Relieved by
Wakefield's
Blackberry Balsam
For 76 yean Wakefield'! Blackberry Balsam
haj been the surett and quickest remedy
for Diarrhoea, lyeentry and all loose bowel
troubles la adults, children and babies,
While It Is quick and positive In Its action.
It Is harmless and doea not constipate. It
checks the trouble and leaves the stomach and
bowels In their natural, regular condition.
Every home should have a bottle ready foi
udden attacks. 60c and $1. $1 battle holds
I times the 60o size. Bold everywhere.
Cuticura Talcum
is Fragrant and
Very Healthful
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 aad 50c, Talcna 25c.
ver through the air, the slapping
sound of a fish landed on a wooden
platform and the man raised his
eyes.
Fifteen feet away from him Virginia
stared d at Richard Mas-
ters.
"I'm I'm fishing," he said after
the first startle of embarrassment had
left his boyish brown eyes.
"It's nice out here. Isn't it?" Vir-
ginia answered after a pause. There
was a sigh in her voice. Her eyes
still had that vague sweetness that
usually came to them when she was
alone.
"Why did you cut me up there In
front of the clubhouse?" he said ab-
ruptly.
'I Virginia stuttered. She
was carrying her hat and the sun
found threads of gold In her rumpled
hair. Suddenly she remembered her
resolution. She spoke very simply
and very truthfully. "I went away,
Mr. Masters, because the others de
serted me and I I was lonely. Be
cause, I guess, I'm always lonely."
"Lonely !" The still spring day rung
with the strength of Itlchard Master's
reply. Then he stared at her and
there was yearning In his eyes. "Do
you think If I'd known that was the
truth I'd have been down here mop-
ing with a fishing pole? Do you
think If I had thought that It wasn't
that you've been trying to avoid
me? "
The question hung In the air. Vir
ginia did not answer Richard Masters,
but her eyes must have done so, for
two hours later he was still sitting
beside her on the grassy slope by the
murmuring brook. And ulthough she
had supper with the others, with a
certain attentive young man, of
course, to pass her everything, she did
not go home In the truck. In the
moonlight she skimmed the hills In a
rattly old car, and when she went
upstairs to join Maltha her eyes were
starry with a promise she hud Just
half given.
WHAT IS YOUR PET ILLNESS?
Do You Derive Satisfaction From Hav.
ing Some Ailment?
Many people, whether they are con-
scious of It or not, derive satisfaction
from being ill. Say you are afflicted
with bad digestion. Physicians have
explained to you In detail why your
works cannot function properly, nnd
drawn you diagrams of It so you can
see for yourself. You have accum-
ulated a long and Interesting list of
dietary taboos.
You are In the habit of mentioning
casually that white bread Is rank poi-
son to you, nnd cheese deadlier than
the swamp adder. You huve been to
sanitariums and subsisted on burnt
toast and buttermilk. You have spent
a lot of time and money on that In-
digestion. rou Uiive on Important
vested Interest In It. Y'ou have be-
come learned In proteins and calories.
Your Indigestion distinguishes you
from common people who can eat any-
thing, like so many animals. The
household Is always solicitously tip-
toeing round your Indigestion.
Then you go to a candid and In-
formed physician, who looks you over
nnd tells you the startling truth that
no horse ever had a sounder stomach ;
you can eat anything thnt any normal
person eats without the least injury ;
your trouble is altogether under your
hat, not under your waistband; you
can get over It whenever you are
ready to help yourself.
If you have proper humility you
may be grateful to thnt candid doc-
tor. But many of us lack proper
humility; so we leave the candid phy.
siclan In much Indignation because he
has treated our precious vested In-
terest of nn indigestion with no re-
spect nnd told us we must help our-
selves. Whereupon we are ripe for good
old Dr. Hookmn, who will perforin a
major operation, winning a fee of a
thousand dollars and our warm affec-
tion Will l'nyne In the Saturday
Evening Post.
Bird Migration.- -
In their spring and fall migrations
some birds travel by day, but most of
them fly during the night. Day mi-
grants Include ducks and geese (which
also fly by night), hawks, swallows, the
nlghthnwk and the chimney swift. The
last two, combining business and pleas-
ure, catch their morning and evening
meal during the zigzag flight thnt
tends In the desired direction. The
dally advance of such migrants covers
only a few miles, and- - when a large
body of water Is encountered they
pass around rather than across It. The
night migrants Include all the great
families of warblers, thrushes, fly-
catchers, vlreos, orioles, tanagers,
shorebirds and most of the sparrows.
They usually begin their flight soon
after dark and end It before dawn and
go farther before than after midnight.
Indian Slelght-of-Han- d Performers.
The old Indian medicine men were
In many Instances clever sleight-of-han- d
performers. A very common
trick among Indian charlatans was to
pretend to suck foreign bodies, such
as stones, out of the bodies of their
patients. Records of this are found
among many tribes from the lowest In
culture to the highest, even among
the Aztecs.
A Hidatsa residing In Dakota In 18G5
was known by the name of
because he had a trick of
producing from his mouth at any sea-
son what seemed to be fresh wild
cherries. He had found some way of
preserving cherries, perhaps In whisky.
It was easy for him to hide them In
his mouth before Intending to play
the trick. The Indians considered, it
wonderful magic.
MINIMUM WIDTH OF HIGHWAY
Hard-Surfac- e Roads Should Be at
Least Eighteen Feet Wide for
Safety of All Concerned.
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
A minimum width of 18 feet for
e roads Is recommended by
the bureau of public roads of the
United States Department of Agricul-
ture. The maximum width of truck
body generally permitted is 8 feet,
and feet is the ordinary clearance
width of automobiles. At an average-spee-
of 80 miles an hour It Is un-
reasonable to expect the driver of an
automobile to drive with the wheels
closer than VA feet to the edge of
the pavement, says the bureau. For
trucks at an average speed of IB
miles an hour, this distance should not
. ...
.
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Sheridan-Bi- g Horn Road in Wyoming
Before and After Improvement.
be less than 1 feet on account of
the great width of the rear wheel.
Three feet seems to be a minimum
safe clearance between bodies. Inas-
much as a certain amount of truck
Irnffic Is to be expected on nil main
country roads, the minimum width of
surface should be 18 feet to provide
these clearances when an automobile
meets a truck.
Where the frequency with which
trucks pass each other becomes a big
factor, as In the neighborhood of large
cities, the minimum width of pave-
ment should be 20 feet to provide a
clearance of 34 feet and a safe dis-
tance of wheels from edge of pave-
ment.
ALLOW FOR FUTURE TRAFFIC
Count of Automobiles on Number of
Roads In Tennessee Shows Sur-
prising Fait.
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)
In building a road liberal allowance
should be made for future increase In
traffic, says the bureau of public roads
of the United States Department of
Agriculture. A trafiie'eount conducted
by the bureau in with
Tennessee officials on a number of
roads In Davison county, In which
Nashville Is located, shows surprising
facts when compared with a similar
count In 1916. During this period au
tomobile registrations have doubled,
while the number of motor vehicles on
the roads Is five times as great as In
1916. In 1916 horse-draw- and motor-vehicl- e
traffic were almost equal In
volume. In 1921 horse-draw- n traffic
had Increased only slightly In volume
and constituted 16 per cent of the
traffic, motor vehicles constituting 84
per cent.
Observations In this and other coun
tries lead to the conclusion thnt vol-
ume of traffic may Increase In much
greater proportion than the number of
motor vehicles and will also depend
to a large degree on the condition of
Improvement of the road and on the
economic conditions In the adjacent
territory.
ROADS IN FEDERAL-AI- D PLAN
System Designed to Serve Whole
Country and Will Be 180,000
Miles In Length.
The chief of the bureau of public
roads of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture will probably
never Inspect all of the
system of federal-ai- roads provided
for by the federal highway act and
for which Initial appropriations have
been made.
The system Is being designed to
serve the whole country and will he
approximately 80,000 miles In length.
Should he make an Inspection, travel-
ing at the rate of 30 miles an hour,
8 hours a day on all working days,
and not go over any mlk twice, It
would require nearly two and one-ha- lf
years to complete the Job.
Benefits of Good Roads.
Fresh food Is made available for
the city children, better schools and
wider social opportunities are pro-
vided for the coe Ury boys and girls,
through Improved highways and mo-
tor transportation.
Deflation of Prices.
Prices of dairy and poultry prod
ucts suffered the least In the rapid
deflation of prices of farm products
which began in 1920 and continued
through 1921, according to the United
States Department of Agriculture.
By ANNE LARDNER
(, 122, by MoCture Newspaper Syndicate.)
'I'm not going." Virginia gave a
vicious tug at the stocking she was
mending as though that settled the
matter.
Martha Carson, vigorously polishing
nails already pink and shiny, stopped
short and glared at the slim, falr-hnlre- d
girl opposite. "Why, you're
perfectly silly!"
Curtains soiled with the town's
grime stirred in the soft spring breeze.The sunshine of a Saturday afternoon
In May seeped through the window of
the moderate-size- d room the two girls
occupied together, because both 'were
employed by the Struthers Chemical
company, a giant concern whose red
brick smokestack rose toweringly over
the city of Birmingham. It was the
annual outing of the clerical force to
be held
.Monday at a country club
Rome miles distant that Virginia and
Martha were now discussing. For
lively little Martha, with her never
varying pink complexion and her
ready "line" with the hoys, it was
something to lie looked forward to
eagerly; for Virginia, whose skin was
pale and who never knew what to say
to n young man who exclaimed, "Some
little queen," It was a different mat-
ter.
Martha used her nail buffer elab-
orately. "I know. It's It's because
none of the boys asked you to ride
out there with him."
There was a hot flush on the pale,
clear skin. Marthn was not really
unkind, but Virginia read books about
chemistry on the side. Virginia had
been steadily advanced ever since she
came to Birmingham. It didn't seem
fair.
The taller girl Ftruggled to control
her voice. There wns almost a break
In it. "Ves, Martha, what's the use
of trying to hide It? I'm I'm
ashamed to be seen without n man."
Hut you came last yeur. Last
year you didn't mind "
Virginia did not answer right away.
She had walked over to the window
and was looking out at the smoke
stacks, at the hills and the blue sky
beyond them. Suddenly she wheeled
around. There was fine determina
tion In her wide-se- t gray eyes. She
flung her head high. She was quite
beautiful. "You're right, Martha.
Thank you for saying that. Whv
should this time he different from the
last time? I am what I am. Why
should I pretend to be something else?
I'm going to the picnic. I'll go If I
have to take a hook and spend the
whole day reading?"
Even as she flung out her sentences
Virginia knew she was not telling the
truth. The-- e was a reason why this
spring was different from any other
In the twenty-on- e years of her whole
existence.
The day of the outing dawned fine
and clear. A flawless blue sky cano-
pied Ihe whole earth. The air was
sweet with May und gay little wild
flowers edged the road over which
the big trucks of the chemical com-
pany merrily traveled. Giggles, rep-
artee and the spirited making of
plans filled the grounds of the Apple
Tree Country club as 120 young peo-
ple piled helter-skeltp- r out of the
Impromptu busses. Virginia tried to
Join In a little, for her heart, too, felt
the springtime. But the boys stood
In awe of her.
She wns shy and sensitive. So she
was prim especially was she prim In
the office of Itlchard Masters, the new
young sales manager from Chicago,
whose private secretary she had been
made two months ago.
In the general scramble that fol-
lowed the arrival at the grounds Vir-
ginia did not feel so much out of
things. Thpn gradually the noisy,
d group began t break up
Into particular cliques and soon the
hillsides were dotted with the bright-colore- d
dresses of girls with young
men beside them, tripping off In va-
rious directions.
Just as the last couples were, Vir-
ginia felt sure, about to invite her
feebly to go along with them nnd then
hasten away, a little car came rat-
tling up the roadway. Instinctively
Vlrglnin knew Itlchard Masters would
he In It. Now it was going to hap-
pen Just as she had feared. He was
going to see tier deserted, forgotten
he was going to know! Vlrglnin
wanted to pretend to laugh and talk
with the others, to go off with them
even If they didn't nsk her. Yet this
was Just what she had determined to
face.. She would not pretend to be
popular. Without waiting to speak to
him, she walked slowly off by herself
In the full view of Richard Masters.
All morning long by the side of a
little brook Virginia read the book she
had actually brought. Read it fever-
ishly, trying to lose her own heart-
ache In Its pages. Sometimes her eyes
wandered. It was hard not to remem-
ber! Toward noon she beenme rest-
less and decided to take a little walk.
Her footsteps led her along the rivu-
let's bank.
The stream widened as she went
on. The water was and
the branches hung over It In mystic
shadows. Virginia sighed. The world
was very beautiful. On a bridge that
stretched across the stream a hundred
feet away she spied a man fishing.
That Interested her, and she walked
slowly along watching him. Ills head
was bent over his rod, he wore nn old
felt hat and was In his shirtsleeves.
Now he had a bite. There was
PRODUCTION OF SPRING PIGS
Average Cost of 100 Pounds of Mar-
ketable Pork Placed at $6.08
by Department.
Prepared by the United Ststea Department
of Agriculture.)
The average cost of producing 100
pounds of marketable pork In sections
of Iowa and Illinois in 11)21, was $0.08,
according to a cost of production study
made by the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture on 3,574 spring
pigs producing 855,140 pounds of mar-
ketable pork.
This pork was produced when corn
was relatively cheap last year. The
survey shows that 65 per cent of the
hogs returned between 25 cents and
75 cents per bushel of corn fed. Costs
ranged from $3.76, in one drove, to
$10.80, in the drove show ing the high-
est cost, 85 per cent of the pork
showing a cost of $7 or less per 100
pounds. An average profit of $1.28
per 100 pounds of marketable pork
Is shown, or an average profit of $3.05
for each pig weaned.
The size of the litters, the relative
economies made In the use of feed
and labor, and the quantity of pork
produced per sow were the three prin-
cipal cost factors. The entire herd
was used as a basis for cost finding,
nil the expenses of the sow being
divided among the pigs In her litter.
The principal causes of high costs
were the smnll litters weaned, heavy
feed nnd labor expense, nnd slightly
lower gain per head. Tankage formed
nn important pnrt of the rations of
the economical pork.
The average cost of the total quan-
tity of pork producer!, or 882,758
pounds, which included 27,612 pounds
lost later through deaths, was $5.88,
with a range of $3.76 on the farm
making the cheapest pork, to $10.48
on the farm showing highest costs.
Thirty-nin- e of the 51 farms upon
which cost figures were kept showed
costs-betwee- $4 and $7.
The farm averaging the smallest
litters, or two pigs to the sow,' made
473 pounds of pork per litter In 200
days. The farm making the highest
record made 1,759 pounds of pork
per litter in 200 days from an average
of 7.27 pigs wear.ed per sow. Two
farms producing an average of elfjht
pigs per sow produced 1.616 pounds
Pasture Crops Compel Mogs and Grow-
ing Pigs to Take Necessary Exercise.
and 1,435 pounds per sow respectively.
The average cost of producing a
weaned pig, ten weeks of age, was
$4.50. Figures were kept on 790
spring litters. The cost of producing
a weaned pig varied from $2.73 In the
breeding herd having the lowest cost
per pig to $10.16 per weaned pig In
the drove having the highest cost.
These costs Included all feed and
other expenses upon the mothers from
the time of sorting the sows In the
fall to be bred to the date of wean-
ing; also the feed and other costs on
the boar while on the fnrm,
While no attempt was made to find
the cost of pigs nt farrowing time, the
report shows the Influence that the
selection of sows and condition of the
farrowing pen have upon the size of
litters, and the number of pigs brought
through alive, the department states.
MARKETING EARLY LAMB CROP
Hot Weather Slows Down Gains De-
cidedly and It Doesn't Pay to
Keep Them Back.
Experience has proven that It pays
to market the lamb crop when It Is
ready rather than delay with the hope
that additional weight may be had. As
a matter of fact, hot weather slows
down the gain very decidedly, and It
doesn't pay to keep the lambs on after
they are ready to go. Well-grow-
early lambs that weigh sixty to
seventy pounds will soon be ready.
Let them go then as soon as possible.
Exercise for Sows.
Exercise Is necessary for brood
sows. They should not be allowed to
lie around all day, but given some
grain at a dlstnnce from their sleep-
ing quarters which will compel them
to walk and thus keep fit
Renew Interest In Sheep,
Many farmers are now becoming In-
terested In the rearing and feeding of
sheep who never before took much In-
terest In them. Most of them have a
lot of highly Interesting things to learn
about sheep. -
NEAT TRICKS IN
GREASING AUTOS
Vexatious Problem to Insert
Lubricant Through Plughole
Larger Than Gun Nozzle.
CHEMIST'S CORKS ARE IDEAL
Special Guns Are Part of Equipment
on Many of Most Modern Cars
Having Lubricating Systems
Clean Out Yearly.
One of the most vexatious greasing
(jRililomsi Is to Insert jrrease through
plughole larger than the nozzle of the.
pun. To keep the urease from solnn
everywhere hut into the hole, obtain
a cork about she size of the lawst
plUK on your cut. Ilore a hole In tills
rork so that it will slide over the
stem of the grease gun, and when yon
are filling a large hole simply push
this cork down to till the oversize
opening. Chemists' rubber corks are
Ideal for this purpose. A rag or some
string packing wound uround the stein
of the gun can be forced dowu to net
as would the cork.
Cars Have Greasing Systems.
Many cars now equipped with greas-
ing systems using a special gun which
connects with the nipples on tjie car.
This makes It easy to do some advis-
able cleaning of the grease passages
about once a season. Attach the emp-
ty gun, release the plunger so that It
can be worked like a pump, and then
proceed to force air through the grease
connections. This will serve to clean
out the distributing grooves In which
grease residue has probably congealed
during the winter. To make still more
certain of perfect lubrication, precede
the air pressure treatment with n sim-
ilar treatment of kerosene to Hush out
the dirty old grease, which will he
wen coming out on the opposite side
of the spring shackle. Then use air
pressure to force out the kerosene be-
fore applying fresh lubricant.
Other Places for Grease.
Nor Is greasing something to he put
only Into gun cups and other specltled
places. Wipe some grease on the wheel
shoulders against which the demount-
able rim rests on the Inside. Do this
about as often as removal of the rim
Is required by tire changing. At the
same time apply grease sparingly to
the rim fasteners and to the rim holts.
Ily this practice, nearly ail rim squeaks
are permanently ended.
The chief objection, aimrt from en-
gineering considerations, is the dlfll-cult- y
of making a double gasket ab-
solutely leuk-pron- An Ingenious
method has been devised to eliminate
the extra gasket and accomplish the
same purpose. It Is necessary first,
to equip the car with prim-
ing spark plugs. The little pctcock
Intended for Injection of gasoline Is
removed. This leaves a threaded port
In the spark plug. In this hole screw
a tube three or four Inches long, with
the end of the tube tightly capped.
Ihe effect Is apparently the same as
If the cylinder content were enlarged
by the content of the tube the object
songht In the use of an extra gasket.
PLAN TO CLEAN REFLECTORS
Douse Thoroughly With Stream of
Water Without Rubbing, Then
Polish With Rouge.
Headlight reflectors become easily
scratched. To polish them clean thor-
oughly tvlth stream of water with-
out rubbing, and then polish with
rouge, as It Is used by Jewelers, ap-
plying rotary motion. Itecause of the
liver plate, do not rub hard.
Welding Costs.
Before sending In a broken part to
be welded the car owner ought always
to get an estimate; otherwise the re-
pair Is not unlikely to cost more than
a new part. The welders always have
an explanation of the excessive) charge,
bat that doesn't help the payer much.
I You Auto Know
That valve leakage Is one of
i the most serious losses of ecnn- -
j omy In the operation of an auto--
mobile for, If the valves leak,
j It is almost Impossible to get
t good compression In the cylln- -
dors, anil this, lu turn, exerts a
f powerful lnllucnce over the en- -
tire performance of the car,
j giving rise to knocks, loss of
f power and various other Ills,
j Proper care of the valves and
regular regrinding are therefore
to he numbered among the "ex- -
penses" which are really econ- -
mules, for they will pay big
j dividends In eHiclency nnd mile-- f
aire.
Worn valve stems also cause
leaks which are quite as serious
as those of the valves them- -
t selves. In this case the failure
f of the valve stem to tit snugly
I into the guider allows air to be
drawn past the stem Into the j
!
cylinder, thinning the mixture to ;
j such nn extent that the engine
i falls to run regularly unless the f
J mixture Is made richer, while
throttling down to less than ten j
miles an hour Is almost Impos- -
i slide. The fact that valve J
stems need attention Is usually
j apparent from the hissing sound t
characteristic of this trouble. 4
f (Copyright. 1922. by Tha Wheeler jf Syndicate. Inc.) J
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FACILITATE REPAIRS
ON ELEVATED STAND
Portable Platform for Auto Work
Is Illustrated.
Two Longitudinal Ralls of Wood, Ten
Feet Long With Center Support,
Will Prove Entirely Satis-
factory How Made.
In the small repair shop It Is not
always convenient or practical Jo have
a work pit or u permanent elevated
platform for removing the automobile
far enough above the floor to give free
and easy access underneath. A stand
that Is portable and on which an au-
tomobile can be placed in an elevated
position Is shown In the accompanying
Illustration.
It consists of two longitudinal rails
of wood, 10 feet long. A center sup-
port with two pivots about t Inches
high forms a trestle on which the au-
tomobile Is pulled by means of a wind-
ing bnr, crank, handle, and rope, with
Repairs Are Made Much Easier If the
Automobile Stands on This Trestle
Above the Floor.
a hook to attach to the front axle of
the automobile. Two fixed blocks on
the forward ends of the rails with two
swinging blocks on the reur ends rigid-
ly support the automobile after It Is
pulled Into place und the forward end
lowered.
On account of the angle of the In-
cline and the possibility of
the winding drum should he the
means of getUng the automobile on
the rails. Two wedges forward nnlled
in place will prevent the automobile
from creeping to the front. Wedges
are also placed under the rear wheels.
When not In use, the parts are read-
ily disassembled and placed aside.
Popular 8clcnce Monthly.
Mistakes Will Happen.
Never misjudge the geur shift of the
car for the emergency brake, nor the
foot accelerator for the clutch pedal.
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CLIENT "SPILLED THE BEANS" iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiimimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiu BOYS ROUT BEAR
Altogether "Too Truthful1 In Answering 1 VIDDIES SIX IQuestion Put to Him by Hit
Own Attorney. WITH COW'S HELPSomething to Think About
- By F. A. TDALKER WillM.Maupin"Were I giving advice to a young
lawyer," said an attorney the other riiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiMiiF
day, "I would udvlse him to be careful
about placing his client on the stand.
Divorced 26 Years,
Decide to Remarry
It took James Henry of Chica-
go and his former wife, Mrs.
Mary Henry, nearly twenty-si- x
years to realize their divorce
was all a mistake. Henry, now
sixty-thre- e years old, has taken
out a second marriage license to
wed his former wife, who Is fifty--
five years old. The couple
were first married In 1886. Ten
years later Henry brought suit
for divorce on the ground of In-
compatibility of temper, and was
granted a divorce.
Animal, Undaunted by Pail of
Milk in Face, Runs From
Bovine Horns.
Your Skin h please arid decidedly less Inclined to
change our course, do not bear theSo Fragrant
and Smooth
It is at least as well to know what
he Is likely to answer to his attorney's
leading questions. Some time ago,"
continued the lawyer, "a case was tried
in which the plaintiff's attorney cer-
tainly 'spilled the beans,' though ac
o
DOUBT DAD'S WORDBeautiful women know thevalue of uilng rain water and
CHARACTER BUILDERS
You mny be filled with wonder atthe number of disappointments
thnt come into your life, frequently,
too, at a time when you are least able
to benr the shock.
Being afflicted with the common in-
feriorities of mankind, you fall to
consider tlint others are as repeatedly
beset by discomfitures as you.
Some, It is true, run aground and
are wrecked, swallowed up by the sea
of despondency and swept away.
Others, more courageous by reason
of their faith in a higher power, pos
chastisement with similar grace, be-
ing disposed to violent rebellion and
shameful outbursts of passion which
in our cooler moments, let It be stat-
ed charitably and with due regard to
the various frailties of human nature,
we occasionally regret.
To turn squarely about when de-
feated on the very threshold of suc-
cess, though exceedingly difficult and
humiliating, is the noblest thing to
do.
In this one sublime act we uncon-
sciously uncover the true base of
character, and exhibit our unsuspect
pure soap tor their complex-ions. Became of ita purity, girli
today favor
COLGATE'S
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
The favorite perfumed aoap
for three generations
Large size, ijc Medium site, joe
SONGS O' CHEER
TXZHAT'S the use o' weepln'?
Better days are comln' soon.
Don't be cryin', but be tryln'
For t' lilt a merry tune.
Whnt's th' use o' monnln'
If th' day is dark an' drear?
Clouds don't matter they will scit
ter
If you sing a song o' cheer.
What's th' use o' grumblln'
If your plans go all awry?
Keep on smilln' all th' while on'
You will git there by an' by.
What's th' use o' klckln'
At your tough, untimely fate?
On tomorrow shove your sorrow
An' keep hustllu' while you wait.
What's th" use o' cryln'
'Cause all days ain't days o' June?
CROWD SEES FLYER
tually It was a cargo of bread, rolls
and cake that was upset. A baker's
wagon had been hit by a train In
spite of the 'Stop, Look, Listen' sign,
and the driver sued. On the stand
he was asked how he conducted him-
self when he came to the crossing,
and he replied: 'I Just trotted gently
across, looking the other way and
thinking about nothing in particular.'
The attorney threw up the case on
the spot, but it was really a lack of
foresight on his part," continued the
narrator.
Had Been Told That Black Beart
Were Harmleee, but This Night's
Experience Makes Them Scepti-
cal on the Subject.
Olean, N. T. Joe Bucher, who Is
four years old, always has been afraid
of the black bears that come out of
the woods of the mountains near here,
and nobody ever has been able to con
KILLED IN MIDAIR
Luxurious Lasting
Refined
sessing a better Judgment than their
own, summon up new strength and Stunt Aviator Cut to Pieces byvince hliftliat they are hurmless. His
father has told him thnt the black
bears come out only to look for things
sail bravely on, refusing to lose heart
or to become discouraged because they
have temporarily lost sight of their
friendly star.
PUTTING MOTHER IN WRONG
ed virtues.
The storms of ages may beat
against such character, but they can
neither move nor destroy It, built as
it was by disappointments for an
eternity of sweet content such as mor-
tal tongues ennnot describe or im-
aginations picture.
by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
And this is what we nil ought to do.
to eat, or for exercise, und that they
never were interested in little boys.
Last night, however, Joe toddled out
Into the barn with his older brother,
Fred, who is eleven, and for several
Prick the bubble you call trouble8mall Boy Quick to Observe PointThat Might Enable Him to Es-
cape Punishment.
quite irrespective of our many slips
and stumbles, else In rebellion we lose
hope.
An' strike up a merry tune.
(Copyright by Will M. Maupln.)
Propeller, Leaping From
Plane to Plane.
Chicago. Swinging on a rope ladder
dangling from an airplane 100 feet In
the air' as he sought to thrill 5,000
Homewood pleasure seekers, Louis
James, nationally known "boy avia-
tor," was cut to pieces by the pro-
peller of another plane. His body fell
to the ground, almost at the feet of
his fiancee. Miss Ruth Trlssman. sev- -
An artist who Imagines he has at years
has boasted of not being afraid
of bears, black or any other color. Joe
walked behind his brother and when
they got to the barn lie sat down on
f& SCHOOL DAljS jlust found the right color for what hedecides shall be Ids masterpiece oftone and composition, is unspeakably
disappointed when at the final stroke
A Presbyterian Next Time.
Little Mary Lou, aged six, hud aV
It was cherry time and Richard In-
sisted on running out in the orchard
and eating the half-rip- e cherries. His
.mother told him how much better it
would be for every one If he only left
the cherries until they were ripe, so
they could be enjoyed. She also
a pile of hay Just inside the doorway
while his brother began milking the
cow.
of the brush he is confronted with the
palpable miscarriage of his plan.
"Fred," said Joe, "it is awful darkAnd so is the singer with a pleasing
ways been an ardent Methodist, bnt
was one day persuaded by a small
playmate to visit a Presbyterian Sun-
day school. She was enthralled by
the new surroundings and was espe-
cially Infatuated with the charming
outside. Are you afraid of bears?"warned him she would punish him If Pros ToWoepetv. Wvoice who, after years of hard work,
"Don't be silly," said Fred. "Therehe went to the orchard again. IT TO nt uwk. L i Adiscovers a defect which cannot beovercome. -. aren't any bears around here exceptblack bears, and they wouldn't hurtSoon she saw him pulling off thegreen cherries and she went out and
cut a tiny switch from the tree. Rich anybody."
young teacher who so cordially In
vlted her to come again.
"I'd like to," said Mary Lou wist' 'But they might," persisted Joe.6ort,.W ft cooiJJ II If'ard saw her coming toward him,switch In hand, and the little lad said
A disappointed child dries his tears
and turns his attention to a new
quest. In the novel surroundings he
quickly forgets his old dismay and
rises gnyly to sunnier heights.
We older children, much harder to
fully, "If I didn't have to go to my "And you're not afraid of them, are
own Sunday school. But do you you? All right, then I won't be afruidto her earnestly:
either."know, if I had my life to live over
VU t TV
BWt, Too, if
voo want rtwo '
DOHCj MiS' moo.
TwhT NO
again, I Just believe I'd be a Presby
"Mother, if you had only left that
switch on the tree Just think what a
fine big limb It would have been some
Black Bruin Appears.terian." Kansas City Star. Fred vent on milking by the lightday V' Exchange. of the lantern, until the pail was aboutVI rSli II IIWHY full. All at once he heard Joe cry outa.Don't Kill Bullsnakes. with a little stilled, sobbing scream. HeKnnsns furmers find that a bull-
snake in an alfalfa field is worth at IS THE SPILLING OF
turned and saw that a big black bear
had come through the doorway and
was reaching out a hairy paw for the
Testing Mother"; Sympathy.
"Mother," said little George, "don't
you feel sorry for that poor little
dog? He looks hungry .1
"Yes," said his mother, "get him
plate of food."
After George had fed him he said :
"Mother, do you feel sorry enough to
let him stay all night?"
least .$2.50 a month, says the Scien SALT UNLUCKY
tific American, for an acre harbors, little boy.
on an average, six gophers, which Fred Jumped up and ran to hisTHE superstition connected with the
nf HnU rinflrwr n n,nr.ldamage the crop to that extent. One brother and the bear, forgetting to putndult bullsnake keeps an acre free of down the pail of milk as he run. Butthe pests. The bullsnake Is harmless, before he readied him the bear's paw
had renched Joe's shoulder and thefeeds also on rats and mice around
has had the same origin as that con-
cerning 13 people at a table the Last
Supper. But, unlike the hitter be-
lief, there is no foundation for It in
history. None of the uccounts of the
Every week In London It Is esti-
mated that articles to the value of
11,000,000 are pawned.
burn or granary, and deserves the pro claws had gone into the sweater attection of the farmer. the shoulder. The bear looked around
Just then and pulled away his paw,Last Supper records any spilling of
the salt by Judas and it is doubtful tearing most of Joe's sweater with it.
Joe began to cry, for the claws had
cut into his flesh about the shoulder
whether Leonardo da Vinci, in his
fumous fresco of Christ and His1
and neck. Fred didn't know what else
LiJSHS--J
apostles, Intended to attach any sig-
nificance to the overturned saltcellar
beyond indicating nervousness .or the
TJ to do, so he threw the pall of milk
Into the bear's face. The hear put hisJbr Economical Transportation paws up to his eyes, trying to brushpart of Judas. Da Vinci's painting
away the milk as he backed nwav.having been accepted as an historic
replica of the Supper, it Is only The bear Inadvertently backed into
the cow, which until this time had
been standing still wondering why the
natural that the incident of the over
The
Utility
Coupe
turned salt should have been Implant
milking had stopped. But when sheed In the public's mind as an Integral Squarely Into the Propeller.part of the meal and that it should
have been connected with Judas and enteen years old. James, who was buthis subsequent 111 fortune. eighteen years old, was a protege of
Mis ltuth Law.The custom of throwing salt over
ward whom the salt fell and to fasten
It upon the splller himself. It was
doubtless this ancient Latin belief
which caused Leonardo da Vinci to
include the overturned salt In his
painting of the Last Supper.
(() by the Wheelflr Syndicate, Ino.)0
The Only Place He Missed.
Bystander (to boasting old suit)
You ought to feel at home in geography
when you've been about so much.
Old Salt Wall, I've run past the ol'
place a couple times, but I never
The occasion was the second daythe left shoulder In order to dissipate
any evil influence has an origin which
antedates Da Vinci by many hundreds
of an aerial celebration under the aus
For palates thnt must have Inventionsto delight their taste.
THESE ARE GOOD
OUCH vegetables as the delicate pea
ure best served In the liquor In
which they were cooked.
Deviled Herring.
pices of the American Legion post of
Homewood. A great throng had gath-
ered. A dozen planes were wblrrinc
of years. The pngan Romans con-
sidered that salt was sncred to the
Penntes, the household gods, and that
to spill It dtrlng a meal would Incur
through the air, nose dives, tail spins.Take two cupfuls of smoked boneless
herring, half cupful of diced celery,
h of a teaspoonful of mustard.
planted me foot there.the wrath of these gods not upon the
splller, but upon the person toward O
bnrrel rolls, Immelmnn turns, and all
the other hair-raiser- s of the aerial art
held the spectators. Then came the
feature of the day. James was to per-
form the stunt made famous by Lieut.
two tablespoonfuls of ralnced greenUse Oil in Steam Tractor.whom It was spilled. Casting a pinch
of salt over the left shoulder the peppers, of a teaspoonful ofA steam-drive- tractor of the endBuiltEspeciallyforBusyMen curry, one tnblespoonful of minced II WW T-e- If Ishoulder of evil was therefore an less tread type has been developed In Omer C. Locklear that of climbing
from one "ship" to another In midair.which oil Is the fuel used for Its twoact of politeness, for it was supposed onion, a fourth of a teaspoonful ofWorcestershire sauce, wo table- -to lift the curse from the person to-- engines mounted on opposite sides. Twice before that day lie had tried
spoonfuls of butter, three tablespoon' it and failed.680 f. o. b.Flint,Mich. fuls of flour, two cupfuls of tomato m mmM vji James climbed to the top wing ofjuice and one cupful of buttered lm l one plane, and, lying flat upon its surcrumbs. Cut the herring into dice and face grasped two struts and gave thelet stand In a warm water for forty signal to go ahead. The two shipsfive minutes. Melt the butter; fry the
celery, onion and pepper until softened.
Add the fish, flour and seasonings,
took the air and slowly climbed to a
height of 800 feet. Twice the pilot In
the upper plune brought the danglingladder to within a few Inches of
Uncommon (Br
J0HNOCIlOC BLAKE
mix well and add to the tomato
James' outstretched hands before he
was able to grasp It. He was seen a
second Inter hnnglng free. And then
The planes seemed to sheer togetherfor a moment. James and the ladder
gradually. Let boll. Turn Into but
tered ramekins, cover with crumbs and
bake until brown.
Bulgarian Dressing.
Take three-fourt- of a cupful of
mayonnaise dressing, add one-hnl- f cup-
ful of chill sauce, one teaspoonful of
walnut catsup, one teaspoonful of
Worcestershire sauce, one teaspoonful
HERITAGE OF HONESTY
Here is a new closed car built especially for utility purposes in
city or country driving.
Farmers and ranchers have long wanted a low-price- d, econom-
ical, closed car of better quality and great durability completely
equipped with all the essentials of modern motoring.
Chevrolet Utility Coupe satisfies this need in every particular.
It also possesses distinct advantages for salesmen, business men,
suburban residents and those who need a car for every day use
providing protection against all kinds of weather.
The Chevrolet Utility Coupe has a high-grad- Fisher body with
black finish; gray whipcord upholstery; plate glass windows;
double ventilating windshield, sun visor and extra wide doors.
Under the rear deck is a compartment approximately twice as
large as those usually found on coupes.
Comparisons Sell Chevrolet
were thrown squarely Into the propel-ler of the lower ship. James' body was
UTKXEW from a child that it was
wrnno- rri ntpnl " cm til n varv RHP.
seen to crumple. A moment later,
mangled and bleeding, he dropped Into
the crowd far below.cessful man who has made a fortune
Women screamed and fainted. Misswithout being a crook.
of vinegar, one-ha- teaspoonful ench
of salt and paprika and one table-spoonf-
ench of chopped red and Trlssman sank to the ground"That Is what saves the world," re
green pepper. Mix well and chill beplied an editor to whom he was talk-
ing. "Thank Heaven, all boys are
of what Is rightfully his, and there
will be no more climbing over back
fences for them.
One of the reasons that this Is not
a difficult world In which to live Is
that honesty Is Instinctive, and theft
has to be cultivated.
The average schoolboy despises a
thief, and will have nothing to do
with him.
If he reads In the newspapers of
an absconder or &- - fotger or a man
who misappropriates a trus. the lad
Is shocked and disgusted.
It Is only when he becomes hard-
ened by contact with the world, and
learns that men often prosper, even
fore serving.honest. They never become crooks
till they are men."
HURLED OVER CLIFF; LIVES
Forester, Lege Broken in Rock Slide,That statement Is
In a large meas (, IV 22, by Went em Newspaper Union.)o
The Bear Looked Around.
saw the bear she bellowed and lowered
her head. There was a flurry and a
(light and while the cow und the bear
were mixed up In the barn the boys
ran buck to the house.
There are two boys now who are
afrnld of bears, even the hurmless
black bears.
swims Gorge 200 Feet
Below. '
ure true. While children, If trained
by scoundrels, will steal, they know
Instinctively that stealing Is wrong.
They would much rather be straight, OHCtlSlHOVCH lied Pnss Junction, B. C. Canada.The theft of apples or watermelons J. Bedford Edwards, forest ranger,
wounded In the World war. wasor peaches committed by youngsters Is
mischief.
though they ore dishonest, that he be-
comes hardened, and justifies his own
misdeeds.Show them that it Is really stealing,
Standard Rear Axle Construction.
Strong, Quiet Spiral Bevel Geara.
Standard Transmission three
speeds forward and one reverse.
Standard Braking Systemfoot
ervice brake, hand emergency brake.
Standard Electrical System Start-
er, storage battery, electric lights.
StandsrdCooling System pumpclr-culatio- n,
large, honeycomb radiator
4rnd fan.
Standard Doors two on roadster
coupe, and light delivery, four on
touring and sedan.
Standard Instrument Board speed
FOLKS ATTACKED BY HAWKS
ometer, ammeter, oil pressure gauge,
lighting and starting switch, and
choke pull.
Standard Type of Carburetor, with
exhaust heater.
Powerful, Valve-In-Hea- d Motor--'
the lame type as used in successful
cara selling at much higher prices.
Demountable Rims with extra rim.
Many Other Advantages which will
be noticed on inspection, compariaon
and demonstration.
Investigate the Difference
Before You Buy
Watch a crowd of boys at games,that they are depriving someone else
and you will find thnt the cheat Is al
Man and Wife Pursued for Two Miles
by Pair of Vicious Birds In
Michigan.
Battle Creek, Mich. A buttle with
chicken hawks which lasted for two
hours and finally forced them, after
being slightly wounded, to seek safety
In flight, was the thrilling experience
of Mr. and iha. John Fleming.
Two hawks became so Incensed when
Fleming explored a nesc and killed
caught In a rock slide on (he brink of
a 200-foo-t cliff, and with bath les
broken was hurled Into the swirling
waters of the Fraser river below, while
members of a section gang stood on
the clllf powerless to help him. By
some miracle Edwards succeeded In
paddling his way to a shnllow spot In
the river and wns hauled up onto the
cliff with n rope.
Edwards, employed by the British
Columbia forestry department,' was
surveying the territory devastated by a
forest fire when caught in the slide.
Joseph McColg, station operator at the
Junction, heard the roar of the slide
while strolling nearby, and called the
section crew when he saw Edwards
struggling In the river below. Ed-
wards was to have been married this
week, and his bride had arrived from
England.
Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan
Division of General Motors Corporation
ways marked and barred from the
game If he continues to cheat.
' The cheat himself was not a cheat
always. He has learned cheating
from another boy who In all likelihood
learned It from a mnn.
As long as we start honest, as we
do, the greater percentage of us are
likely to remain so.
Only those who are weak fat from
their standards, and even they, when
the race Is over, heartily regret that
they ever were anything but fair and
clean and In their deal-
ings with their fellows.
(Copyright by John Blake.
o .
Be as you would seem to be.
World', Larieat Menulecturer of d
QUALITY Automobllee
There are 5,000 Chevrolet
Dealer, and Service Stations
Throughout the World young hawks, that they followed the
retreating couple for two mllos.
The fight started when Fleming
climbed the tree to their nest. The
.And ehould start te fun
From hera up to the
Pad find the joinc; pretty hevrri,
I'll bet yaub,mia;Hty won
Dealers and Parts Depots Wantedin all territory not adequately covered. Address
Chevrolet Motor Company
1833 Wazea Street. Denver. Colorado
parent hawks swooped down' upon
htm with shrill cries, beating him with
claw and wing.
THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
Marilynn Miller and Jack Pickford Are MarriedFINANCES WORRY
WHOLE EARTH
THE WORLD IN
PARAGRAPHS
'
i& "ttV
Southwest News
From All Over
New Mexico
and Arizona
After vast quantities of acrimonious talk not between themselves Marilynn Miller, theatrical star, an-- ' .luck
Pickford, movie actor, were married nt the home of Douglas Fairbanks and his wife, Mary Pickford, In Beverly
Bills, Cal. Above is a photograph of the wedding party.
FOREIGN
The ratified copy of the Washing-
ton treaties was ilgned by King
Gourde a few days to. It Is now en
route to Washington for the exchange
of ratifications.
Officers and crews of inter-lslat-
vessels who struck recently ugalntit
proposed wnge reductions have flatly
refused to accept government arbitra-
tion. Foreign steamers are using spe-
cial permits and supplying a limited
passenger und freight service.
A violent clash between Socialist!
and Fiisclstl caused a suspension of
the session of the Italian Chamber ol
Deputies, said a Central News dis-
patch from Home recently. Anger rose
to fever heat. Revolvers were drawn
und there were threats of killing.
Deaths In the typhoon of Aug. 2 nt
Swatow, a seaport 200 miles northeast
of Hongkong, now are estimated at
50.000, the American consul at Swatow
has reported to the American legation.
The consul added that 100,000 were
homeless and relief was needed urg-
ently.
A law to enforce the prnWbltion o)
absinthe by shutting the lid equally
on all absinthe substitutes has been
passed by the chamber in Paris. Id
the course of debate the United States
was cited as u country where "mor-
phine und eoculue have repluced al-
cohol."
The Japanese ambassadors to Eng-
land und France and the minister to
Belgium have been appointed dele-
gates to the forthcoming assembly of
the League of Nations. K. lloriguchi,
minister to Brazil, has been appointed
Japanese envoy to the Brazilian
All the villagers of Baddeck, N. S.,
trudged to the peak of Beinn Blireagh
mountuin and stood In reverence ut
sunset while the body of Dr. Alexan-
der Graham Bell was laid tenderly to
rest after a life of seventy-fiv- e years,
in which lie gave to the world the tele-
phone and other Inventions.
Even Spain has Its midsummer
American invasion. Although Spain is
generally overlooked by the'Aiuerican
tourist throng, a party of forty-fiv- e
American students have arrived at
Barcelona under the guidance of Miss
Marelul Dorado of New York. The stu-
dents will upend the summer studying
ut Lector University.
The congress of the International
Federation of .Miners recommended
that a message be sent to every na-
tional organization of miners urging
them to contribute $10,000 apiece for
the support of the coal strike in the
United States. At the same time the
congress decided not to cut down pro-
duction of coal in Lurope as a means
of usslsllng the American strikers.
News of the upprovul of a turlfl
rate of 2.2 cents a pouud on sugar by
the Semite ut Washington has been
received with Jubilation by Philippine
planters. The protection they consid-
er the figure affords them has put u
dumper on political ugitation agaiusl
continuance of free trade relations
opponents of free trade have charged
that It Is designed to make the islands
economically dependent on the United
States.
Pennsylvania Troops Out Guarding the Mines
JWWF VMrV " " m i S T 4
0
Most of the National Guard of Pennsylvania are no w out guarding the coal mines in the strike areu. The
shows a column of cavalry passing through Cannonsburg.
SUCCEEDS LATE HUSBAND
MPi 1
Countess Adopts
4--
m
A BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
EVENTS IN THIS AND FOR-
EIGN COUNTRIES.
IN LATE DISPATCHES
DOING3 AND HAPPENINGS THAT
MARK THE PROGRESS
OF THE AGE.
WESTEEN
Mrs. I!. I., Brittun, proprietor of a
general mere ut Soap hike, Wash., re-
cently Identified Cecils I.enighen, em-
ployed by u loeal hotel, as the son who
was kidnaped from her In the Illue
mountains, near Walla Walla, Wash.,
sixteen years ago.
William S. Hart, known to movie
fans us ISIb l'.ill, hero of many "wild
West" screen pictures, and his wife,
formerly Mi-- 1 Winifred Westover,
have !epii rated and divorce proceed-
ings are in contemplation on the part
of the wife, it has been reported.
V. It. Beau, who urrived ut Pusude-oa- ,
t'nlif., recently, from Carnegie,
fa., nhot and killed Ids wife, Aliene,
and then committed suicide, leaving
Bcverul notes of explanation. The two
bodies were found In a locked bath-
room In tli J home of Mrs. bean's sis-
ter.
Confronted by the first ulrplaue
thelt in this country's annals when J.
C. Johnson discovered someone hud
floun his plan.; away, officers at San
Mateo, Calif., to the radio us
a menus of capturing the thief, broad-
casting u description uf the stolen
plane.
.Sam I'rotien, the Its j ear-ol- police-
man !,. love ult'air v. itli a
former ircus rider brought liim to
public ulicuiUm recently, died in Butte
a to,-,- ' dajs ug. He Mas born at ,
N. J., und claimed to have been
a body guard lor president Lincoln
tin r i tiie ar.
The liiiiM'iuediate Late Association,
composed of reurcricnialhcs of cham-
bers of commerce and Lrade bodies in
eight western stales, decided to at
once inaugurate a igorous campaign
to have the present Congress enact un
absolute short and long haul luw.
Members of the association meeting at
Suit Lake City declined to take any
part in the discussion of the proposed
legislation, which would place the in-
ternational steamship carriers under
the jurisdiction of the Interstate Com-
merce Commission for rate fixing pur-
poses.
The American I'.ur Association con-
vention dosed recently In San Fran-
cisco with a dinner at winch John W.
Davis of West trgiuiu, former am-
bassador to Oreut I'.ritain, who was
elected president of the association,
was welcomed to his new ol'ilce. Other
speakers were Chief Justice Taft, Lord
Thomas Shaw, M. Henri Aubeplu and
J. It. M. I'.aUer, repress nting the Brit-
ish, rnli and Canadian bars, and
Cornelius Cole, cent' narian who once
represented California in the United
Stales Senate.
'WASHINGTON
Secretary IIouer a few dajs ago
eclebru:ed his 1Mb birthday. Com-
merce Department officials declared
the only notice he took of the anniver-
sary was to be ''busier than ever."
Cay Marks of Columbus, Ohio, was
killed anil C. F. Martin of San An-
tonio, Texas, was wounded ley ban-
dits near Mapimi, In the state of
Mexico, recently, according to
a dispatch to the State Department
from Consul Donaldson at Torreon.
fleorge Currey, former governor of
New Mexico, was appointed by Presi-
dent Harding to be the American com-
missioner on Hi" United States-Mexic-
International boundary commission.
Announcement that an agreement be-
tween the 1'niled Stales and (lermany
providing for the determination of the
amount of cluims against (iermnny
was sinned In lieriin was made by the
State Department. The agreement
provides for tt claims commission to
be composed of two commissioners
and un umpire.
Formal announcement that recent
oil land decisions of the Mexican Su-
preme Court do not, in the opinion of
officials at Washington, effectively
protect the rights of American land
owners, was made rec ntly in a state-
ment Issued by the Slate Department.
'II 10 five court opinions upon which
souks Mexican oliieials have based n
hope, of recognition for the Obregoa
regime, were said In a statement to
apparently establish u precedent pre-
lecting improved oil lands from con-
fiscation, without furnishing the same
guarnnlee for land In which mining
operations hud not been actually he- -
The Stale I epartnicnt has Just re-
ceived word from Tokio that Japan
lias just produced Its first automobile,
a three-wheele- It was announc ed.
The .following were nominated to be
postmasters In Colorado: Henry It.
I'lluti, ut Agullar; Alum Ceist, ut Cad-doa- ,
and Jumes C. Wilson at i'ampa.
Agriculture la western Kurope Is be-
ing rapidly on a normal
basis according to Nut C. Murray, crop
statistician of the Department of Agri-
culture who has Just returned from an
Inrestlgutlon of European crop
COOLIDGE BELIEVES AMERICAN
POSITION SECURE AS U. S. OWES
ONLY OWN PEOPLE.
PUBLIC DEBT REDUCED
ECONOMICS EFFECTED BY CARE-FU- L
BUDGET PLAN AND REDUC-
TIONS AT EVERY POINT.
Portland, Ore. Problems facing
America und the methods of the ad-
ministration in meeting them, was the
theme of an address by Vice President
Coolidge ut the Auditorium in Port-lun- d
recently.
The vice president wits Introduced
by Ben W. Oicott, governor, who was
presented to the audience by John K.
Kollot-k- , head of the Amherst Alumni
Association of Portland, which spon-
sored the appearance of Mr. Coolidge
at the meeting.
Nutional finances, said Vice Presi-
dent Coolidge, were now the chief con-
cern of all the peoples of the earth.
Prior to the great war, he said, nation-
al expenditures of the United States
gave little cause for concern, but since
that great conflict, Involving us it did,
the expenditure of billions, thoughts
of all turned toward how this great
debt could he reduced.
The speaker pointed out that the
five fiscal years from the entry of
this country into the wur to July of
this year were marked by appropria-
tions that exceeded
und at its peak tlKi public debt was
,$2G,00O,iJOO,tKX). However, this has
been reduced to less than $111,000,000,-00-
he said. An encouraging feature
of the war debt, it was said, is the
fact that the nution came out of the
war owing nobody but its own people,
with very large credits abroad.
Vice President Coolidge called at-
tention to the economies effected by
a careful budget plan und by reducing
expenditures at every possible point.
His remarks then progressed to taxa-
tion required to meet the cost of gov-
ernment. He told of the abolition of
the nuisance tuxes --and the
general reduction of all taxation, ex-
cept a slight Increase of the Impost
upon corporations.
The spettker told of the progress
that had been made in outlining a
tariff.
Western Roads Lift Embargo.
San Francisco. The Southern Pa-
cific Company lifted Its embargo on
the shipment of perishable freight and
live stock, which was declared on ac-
count of a strike of train crews at
Itoseville, Cttlif. An agreement was
reached at a conference by which the
crews of the big four rail brother-
hoods returned to work.
ltallroads in the Southwest reported
progress In the movement of trains
and in conferences with members of
the big four brotherhoods of train-
men In inducing them to resume work.
Trains were stopped on some of the
roads recently, when brotherhood men
alleged they were endangered by
guards placed to protect property be-
cause of the shopmen's strike and de-
fective equipment.
The Southern Pacific Company suc-
ceeded In getting Its trainmen and
switching men nt Itoseville und Tracy,
Calif., two Important points in the
movement of freight and passengers,
to return to work.
Shippers und growers of fruit In
central California immediately re-
sumed fruit and Iced cars at
Itoseville began to move.
Oregon shippers also were advised
to resume picking fruit.
The Santa Fe sent two trains from
Los Angeles, one to BaVstow, Calif.,
and the other towards Chicago. Both
trains were crowded with passen-
gers. The train that left Los Angeles
for Chicago reached Gallup, X. M.,
with a regular crew of englnemen.
Santa Fe passenger trains were
moved in New Mexico and Arizona,
but no n (tempt was made to move
freight trains,
Shipping Board Cuts Force.
Washington. The shipping board
and emergency fleet corporation have
reduced their personnel by 8.519 be-
tween June III, 1021, und Aug. 1, 1022,
nt an aggregate saving of $.Vi.'Hi,7!)S, it
has been announced by Chairman Las-ke-
Twelves Perish In Fire.
Montreal. Twelve persons are be-
lieved to have perished in a fire that
destroyed the Jewish Boys' Orphanage
at Straw bridge recently and threat-
ened the. village. The cause of the
fire is unknown, t
3,000 Acres of Grain Destroyed.
Great Falls, Mont. Several thou-
sand acres of grain on the northern
river bench was destroyed by ball re-
cently. The hail strip wits four miles
wide in some place, and came with a
heavy wind. Half of the grain fields
lilt were harvested and the grain in
shock, and that also was much dam-
aged. Little particulars are at hand,
but Information Is that the storm was
about fifteen mites long and from one
to four miles wide. It Is estimated
8,000 acres of grain were wiped out.
The $33,000 bonds voted on at the
special election held at Wlllard, N. M.,
for the erection of a new school build-
ing, carried by a large majority.
The $50,000 sewerage bond Issue,
voted ut a special election at Artesla,
X. M., some time ugo, has been sold to
the International Trust Company of
I tenver, Colo.
Mrs. .Maud Lenfesty has been In-
stalled us acting postmistress of the
office at Fitrmln'gton, taking the place
of Mrs. Ella B. Taylor, who has held
the position for the past eight years.
Thomas Fulcher und Sid Fulcher,
his son, were both placed under arrest
recently by federal officers, charged
with the robbery of the El Puso &
Southwestern train near Clifton, Ariz.,
lust May.
According to the report of the bio-
logical survey, nearly u quarter of a
million dollars has been saved for the
stock growers of New Mexico during
the pasf VPIir b' tlle kllllnS of the pre-
datory animals.
The Vaughn News has recently In-
stalled a new electric lighting plunt
and is now operating nil Its machinery
by electricity. The new camp ground
Is also being lighted by this plant,
which Is u big improvement.
Guadalupe Ortiz, of Jas-
per Ortiz, merchant of
Tres Pledras, N. M killed his wife
and then shot himself dead with a
revolver. The motive for the
double tragedy bus not been ascer-
tained.
Another chapter was added to u
Texas feud of long standing when J.
W. Anderson und V. V. Chraeln met
in the court house ut Phoenix. Chrae-
ln, unarmed, was wounded twice when
Anderson opened fireon hint with a
shotgun.
Mrs. George J. White, widow of the
sheriff of Santa Cruz county, Arizona,
who recently was killed in an automo-
bile accident while taking Manuel Mar-
tinez and Flaeidu Silvas, convicted
murderers, to the state penitentiary,
Hits announced her candidacy for the
Republican nomination for county su-
perintendent of schools.
Opposition to the extension of the
five-yea- r period for fixing the valua-
tion of mining property in Arizona wits
voiced at the tax conference held in
Kisliee recently, when J. S. Dull, sta-
tistician, charged that the commission
was arbitrarily extending the five-yea- r
period In order to continue to use the
101(1 production fixing values.
Production of copper ut the Interna-
tional smelter will reach a total of
about 17,000,000 pounds for the month
of July, according to Supt. L, 0. How-
ard. This is the average monthly ou-
tput of the smelter since resumption of
operations five months ago. The lust
of the huge pile of surplus copper ut
the plunt was shipped two months ago.
Federal aid in developing the Iiluck
Mesa coal field north of Holbronk Is
being urged by the Hollirook Chamber
of Commerce, which states Hint ap-
proximately 10,000,000,0c 10 tons of coal
will be available through development
of the field. The coal is said to be
u gocal quality Hopl
and Navajo Indians are available us
labor.
Praise for the proposed Glenn Canon
damslte was voiced by Governor Camp-
bell on his return from a trip of In-
spection as a guest of the Coconino
county board of supervisors. Con-
gressman Carl Ilnyden mid State Wa-
ter Commissioner W. S. Norvlel also
were members of the party of eighteen
who made the journey to Glenn Canon
on the Colorado river.
Alvaro Obregon, president of Mex-
ico, has honored the Social Club do
Agun Prietu by the gift of un auto-
graphed photograph bearing hearty
good wishes for the success of the
club. The directors are greatly pleased
with Ids gift, which was placed In the
hands of Secretary I). (.'. O'Xeil by
Roberto Pesquiera, who brought It
from Mexico City.
Load exeuvution work-b- the Verde
Jerome Copper Company recently un-
covered a hitherto unsuspected ledge
which came to the surface, with the
exception of dirt overburden, close by
the shaft. The ledge, ten feet wide
were exposed, curries black mangan-
ese, copper in the form of malachite,
and gold. Massive black manganese
Is unknown elsewhere in the district.
Herman Dietrich, bridge toll collec-
tor for the street railway company ut
El Paso, Is reported missing. Dietrich
had been stationed on the bridge over
which Mexican Immigrants pass and
was collecting the head tax of $8 oil
aliens entering the country by street
car. He started for the company's of-
fice with between $1,G00 and but
never reached there. It is feured that
be was waylaid.
Contractor Heather has Just
n large addition to the Hollen
house at Lordsburg, which makes the
big hostelry one of the best of Its kind
in the Southwest. While the building
Is not as large as many, the rooms'
equal those of some of the finest ho-
tels In the country.
John Kohlen, who Is Installing a p
mill at the Alto mine In Ash
Cafion, stated that the company has
now decided to add ten more stamps
to the mill basing their actions on new
and larger ore bodies opened thsre
'during recent development.
Claudia Tartoue
sTv iy
President's Mansion
r'
Claudia Windsor Tartoue, the Pacific Coast girl who married Pierre Tar-
toue, the French portrait painter, lias been adopted by due process of law
the daughter und sole heir of Countess Clarel de Tocqueville de Itampan de
Chanquetot. The friendship is said to have been established before Claudia's
marriage and domestic conflict.
May Be the Vice
GENERAL
Attorney Levy Mayer, one of Chicu-- '
go's most noted luwyers, was found
dead iu his suite in the Bluckstoue ho-- i
tel.
William I!. Stewart, assistant clerk
of the Senate finance committee and
for many .vears u familiar figure at the
capitul, died suddenly ut his home u
few days ago.
Karl 1'. Ilurman, 22, of Detroit was
killed la a collision on the Jackson
(Midi.) speedway. Bobert Burinan
brother of Karl, was killed in BUG ut
Corona, Calif., la u similar accident.
Twelve men were buried alhe in a
small mine near Lvurts, Ky recently,
according to word received by messen-
ger. There is no telephone connection
with the camp and details were una-
vailable.
The Atchison, Topeku & Sunta Fe
railroad has submitted a proposition
to other transcontinental roads to re-
duce regular one-wa- passenger fare
$10 and sleeping car charges $2 be-
tween Chicago uud California, It bus
been iinnouuced.
Fourteen-yeur-ul- Helen Krawgoff
sailed off alone irum New York on the
last lap of a Li.UOO-niit- Journey that
will take her to a country she has nev-
er seen, and where she knows no one.
She Is hound, for u convent In Ger-
many, where her futlier, Serge Kraw-
goff, u Vladivostok merchunt, Is send-
ing her to safety from Siberian ban-
dits, who, ho declares, have slain or
carried off thousands of children.
More than li.Vl.UOO citizens have
voted for the modification of the Vo-
lstead law to perndt light wines und
beer, in the poll of U17,S.S voters re-
ported in the national referendum con-
ducted by the Literary Digest. With
un additional LM,5U0 voting for a re-
peal of the amendment on prohibition,
u total uf oSL'iU'J "re In favor of u
change as against 2'M,W for continu-
ance of the amendment. In returns
from factory workers, u decidedly
wet" vote has been predominant.
Two men are dead at Stevenson,
Wash., us the result of a raid on a
moonshiner's still. W. E. Itorisou, dep-
uty sheriff of Vancouver, Wash., and
Paul liiekey, moonshiner, are the vic-
tims. J. A. Morgan of Tacomu, fed-er-
prohibition officer, Who conduc ted
the raid on Hit-key'- camp In the hills,
was seriously wounded.
George L. Hossfleld of Paterson, N.
J., won an typewriting
speed contest at the pageant of prog
reu In Chicago against a field of 101
entrants by writing 126 words a min
uU for thirty minutes.
Mrs. Lewis B. Barrett of Birming-
ham, Ala., was elected president of thei
Age-Heral-d Publishing company and
publlslter of the Birmingham ld
to succeed her lute husband, .
Edwurd W. Barrett, who was the edi-
tor and proprietor of the d
for nearly twenty-fiv- e years.
FOR HIS LONG SERVICE
18
f f 1 a. fti he
win
In recognition of his services of fifty
years in the money-orde- r division of
the Post Office Department F. N. Itat-ne- y
was presented with a gold witch
by Postmaster General Wor'i.
At last the vice president of the United States may have an ofliclnl home
In the capital. According to rumors, mis building, neuring completion at
Sixteenth and Fuller streets, Is to be the ofhflal mansion for the vice presi-
dent. The arriiltects have designed the Interiors so that they might be used
for state occasions nnd the completed building will be modeled after an Italian
villa Mrs. Calvin Coolidge Is said to have already Inspected the house and
massed favorably upon It.
i
"The House of Harmony"
Prescriptions
Proprietary Medicines
Manicure Sets
Nail Polishes '
Face Lotions
Rouge
Perfumes
Soaps Shampoos
Hair Tonics
Brushes Nail Files
Books Pencils
Inks Tablets
Typewriter Ribbons
Carbon Paper
Ice Cream
And Ices
Candies
Cigars and Cigarettes
Pipes and Tobacco
DRUGS and TOILET ARTICLES
STATIONARY and SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Soft Drinks at the Fountain
PAINTS OILS VARNISHES BRUSHES HOUSEHOLD HARDWARE LOCKS
IT Has Been Our Policy to Give Always the Best Service
At Prices Equal to Those At El Paso or Other Large Cities
Mail Orders Solicited. AH Orders Filled and Forwarded
In The Mail Following Receipt of Same.
i
"I can't say."
Five years later, in the court room
it the Old Bailey in London, a young"XN a cold November night, In the
Frenchman was on trial for His life.
Near him sat an untidy looking indi
I yeur 177B, the English mall
coach, on tts way from London
to Dover, was carrying among lt3 pas-
sengers a Mr. Jarvis Lorry, a London
banker of the well-know- n firm of
vidual by the name of Sydney Carton.
With his eyes fixed on the ceiling, he
cvas unobservant, apparently, of all
that passed around him ; but It was he,
who, first noticing the extraordinary
resemblance between the prisoner and
Tellson A Co. As the coach stumbled
along In the darkness, there arose be-
fore him the vision of an emaciated
himself, rescued Charles Darnay from
the web of deceit which had been spun
figure with hair prematurely white.
All night between him and the spectre
the siime words repeated themselves around him.ft Between these two young men, the
RESERVE PICTURE THEATRE
The Only Picture House in the County
igaln and again.
"Burled how long?"
"Almost eighteen years."
"I hope you care to live?"
"I can't say."
striking resemblance was In outward
appearance only. Charles Darnay was
ot noble birth; but his ancestors had
for many years so cruelly oppressedft)
About eighteen years before the the French peasantry that the name of
Evremonde was hated and despised.itory opens, Dr. Manette, a prominent
young physician of Paris, had eud- - Wholly unlike them In character, this
last descendant of his race had given
up bis name and estate, and had com(8
(ft The Best Pictures Obtainable. Popular Prices
jjj Closed until Sep. 4th. Labor day. There will be new
iEUTER
The class lesson was geography.
Just before the close a brightft)
young lady of tevan summers aiked
the teacher :AtIt! D,r, WT4- - j i m a r "Please, miss, what relation isi luiuics. u uieriis ana a serial, larzan oune Apes,M)meay Italy rAccustomed as she was to the
lenly disappeared. Everything was
done to discover some trace of him,
but In vain. The loss of her husband
caused his wife such anguish that she
resolved to bring up her little daughter
In lgnornnce of her father's fate; and
when In two years she died, she left
Mule Lucie under the guardianship ot
Tellson Co., to whose care Dr.
Manette for many years had intrusted
his financial affairs.
Strange tidings concerning the Doc-
tor had just come from Purls, and Mr,
Lorry was on his way to meet his
ward, and explain to her the facts of
hep early life. This was a duty from
which the banker shrank,
ind when he saw the slight golden-haire-d
girl who came to meet him, his
heart almost failed hlin; but his task
was accomplished at last.
"And now," concluded Mr. Lorry,
"your father has been found Be Is
alive, greatly changed, but alive. Be
las been taken to the house of a for-
mer servant in Paris, and we are going
there. I to Identify him, you to re-
store him to life and love."
The servant that sheltered Dr. Ma
children's quaint fancies, ths teacherA Thrill in Every Line was for the moment puzzled.
"Relation? Why, what do you
ft) mean, Annie?" she asked.
"Well," explained Annie, "you calla Will Close Until ft Germany the fatherland, and Eng-land the motherland, and America
Uncle Sam, so what do they call
Italy r London Answers.
CHILDREN CAN'T SUB PARENT
An unusual featura of the newlynette was a man by the name of De-
terge who, with his wife, kept a wtne- -
September
AFTER
SATURDAY
drafted criminal code in Japan is
the law which forbids sons and
ft)
ft)
ft)
ft)
ft)
)ft)
itiop in the obscure district of St. An- -
ft) Watch Bill
m
j For September
(8 4th. 5th. 6th.
rn
Cj) Labor Day Week
ft)
tolne. The. banker and Lucie were
taken to an attic where a haggard,
white-haire- d man sat on a low bench,
making shoes, a wreck of t man,
of all around him.
Again was the Channel crossed, andDANCING again the old inquiry whispered In the
ear of Jarvis Lorry :
daughters from instituting a law-
suit against their parents.
A number of persons have sued
their parents in will cases, and this
is considered detrimental to the fam-
ily system of Japan.
8CALINQ FISH BY ELECTRICITY
An electric fish scaler has bees in-
vented by a Buffalo concera, for
which the claim is made that it will
enable the operator to scale two or
three fish in tit tint Mi nttind
"I hope you cars to be recalled toHfr
IftlflUl SB
JACKASS IS HIS MASCOT CROPS ALL GOOD
Geophone Aid in
Mine Disasters CITIES .M XiJ'J'!'.''- - sw r XTntun
iij
Wv':-'5'-
if
served by means of the geophones,
and their relative positions deter-
mined.
Another application of the possi-
bilities of the Instrument In mine sur-
veying Is In the prevention of acci-
dents In blasting through. If two tun-
nels nre approaching each other, or
are passing a short distance apart.
Is necessary to determine the rela-
tive location In order Hint men may
be warned to keep away from the
point of danger. As the sounds trans-
mitted through the geoplione nre so
characteristic, frequent observation
would enable a trained observer to fol-
low the progress of the work In the
opposite tunnel. He would thus be
able to tell when blasts were to be
tired.
No attempt has been made to adapt
the geophone to determine the earth
movements that sometimes occur in
deep mines nnd nre termed "bumps"
the miners. It Is probable, how-
ever, that this Instrument may be
use In certain parts of the an-
thracite coal fields, where cave-In- s
nave destroyed mine working, caus-
ing loss of life, surface subsidence
and Injury and destruction of build-
ings.
The manifest advantage of the geo-
phone for use In mine rescue work
has led the bureau of mines to place
the Instrument on Its mine-rescu- e cars,
which are constantly being called to
assist in tlie succor of entombed men
mine (Ires tind explosions.
Sage's Influence
Strong in China
Esta, Esther and
MAfBE I'LL TAKE
i"Jk " rm
VENIA, OHIO. Rev. W. W. Gulp,
Spring Valley pastor, pleaded
giillty In Probate court to abandoning
his family and was sentenced to one
year In the Dayton (Ohio) work bouse
and fined $500 and costs, as the re-
sult of his elopement with Esther
Hughes.
Before his trial he declared that his
love for his wife Is reviving. "I think
could love my wife better now than
ever before," said the father of nine
children who deserted them and the
wife of his youth to seek love In the
arms of Miss Esther Hughes, eighteen,
pretty and a music teacher, "She
looks better to me today than she has
for years."
Mrs. Culp, the deserted wife, and
ber nine children, Including the twins
Df seven months, were among those
Gotham Has "Lady
EW YORK. This city has a "Lady
' Nlc" shop the smoke mart for
Manhattan's maids and matrons. Mrs.
E. A. Cassldy, who came to Manhattan
from Kansas City, Mo., met Miss Har-
riet Douglas of Philadelphia. Observ-
ing the place the cigarette holds In the
lives of women here, they saw a
chance for money making in opening
k little smoke sulon In a fashionable
location. Accordingly they planned
the furnishings and Installed the stock
of the "Lady Nic" shop, and Invited
Gotham women to attend.
And they did attend. But more fre-
quently the clientele consists of
women from Denver and Fort Worth,
Cleveland and Detroit, Atlanta, Cin-
cinnati and Boston. Mrs. Cassldy said :
"It Is not only women of this big
city who smoke. They smoke more In
public thnn do the women of some of
Hie smaller cities where restaurants
and clubs have not yet Installed smok-
ing rooms and begun to encourage the
feminine cigarette.
"Many of our customers are women
visiting the city. Of course, the novel-
ty of visiting a woman's tobacco shop
attracts some. But most of them have
their preference of brands of tobacco
that are frequently out of the ordi-
nary.
"Father" and "Son"
She walks like a boy,DKNVElt.like a boy, looks like a boy
In fact, she Is so much like a boy
that If her putative papa had not been
bo affectionate toward her no one
would have known that she was not a
boy.
A man and his supposed small son
registered at a hotel for men only at
Sixteenth and Blake streets. The
"boy" In question was brown eyed,
dressed In a boy scout suit, with d
hair and an Insolent little boy-
ish swagger. The "father" was a gray-balre- d
man.
The hotel people finally telephoned
the police. Both "father" and "son"
were taken to police headquarters.
The girl, Just eighteen years old,
Btates that she Is Mrs. L. E. Ward of
Arkansas City, Kan., the wife of the
Instrument Developed During
World War Has Been Per-
fected by Engineers.
EXPERIMENTS PROVE VALUE
It
OctecU Subterranean Sounds at Great
Distance Has Many Uses, but Its
Advantage in Mine Rescue
Work Most Important.
Washington. As the result of ex-
periments made ly the bureau of
mini's, tin- - geophone, n novel Instru-
ment used amid tin: reek and sluugh-te- r
of (lie World war for the detection
of earth und roik sounds, (mule in
tin? iiK-- ion of military mines and
liinticls, promises to become an active
fiictnr in t lie sining of the lives of
miners eiitoinlied as the result of tires by
unil explosions.
In the course of tests conducted In of
the bureau's) experimental coal mine
near I'lusburgh, blows with n sledge
on the coal fine were heard, by means
of the tfeophoiie, at a distance of CoO
feet. Willi various rooms and entries
Intervening. (in a suspended pipe
line. Klit hammering with the knuck-
les was detected at u distance of
1,.V0 feet. Ordinary talking and sing-
ing could lie detected through 100 feet
of solid coal. liy the use of two
one Instrument to ench ear, at
It I.s possible to determine the direc-
tion from which a sound is coming.
Hml thus to locale the approximate
position of the entombed miner.
Another promising use of the geo-
phone Is In the locution of leaks In
water pipes, liy means of the Instru-
ment. It Is possible to hear water
in tlie pipes of ordinary city
renins situated ten to fifteen feet below
the surface. Tests conducted at a
busy corner in (he downtown district
of Pittsburgh located a leak In a water
main which the water company had
sought (a detect for (wo weeks vainly.
Sensitive, but Simple.
The mine geoplione Is sensitive, yet
extremely simple and easily portable.
The Instrument was Invented by the
I'rench during the war to detect sap-
ping and underground mining opera-
tions. It w as developed by the United
States engineers, and tlie Instruments
now used by tlie bureau of mines were
Hindi- - according t" plans drawn by
them, except fur tlie Introduction of
different diaphragms. The geoplione
Is ossenlially n small seismograph, ns
It embodies the same principles as the
ponderous apparatus that records
earthquake tremors. It really consists
of a lead weight suspended between
two eliistie diaphragms cutting across
n small airtight box. If the Instru-
ment Is placed on the ground and any
one Is pounding or digging In the
vicinity, energy is transmitted as
wnve motion to the earth, nnd the
earth waves shake the geophone case.
The geophone. therefore, transforms to
the earth wave into an air wave,
which is heard by the ear us sound,
and at (he same time magnifies the Its
wave so that the sound Is louder than
If (he ears were placed In direct eon-tac- t
with the earth.
Thi observations of the bureau of
mines Indicate that the geophone
should he quite useful In the loca-
tion of mine fires. Usually a mine
(ire makes enough noise, either by
drawing air or by breaking off slate
and coal, tn he heard for n consid-
erable distance through the coal, nnd
even through the strata above. The
distance that these sounds' can be
hoard depends a great deal on the na-
ture of the strata above the mine, yet
(he sounds originating at a mine fire
should be detected through 100 to 300
feet of cover and through fi()0 to 800
feet of conl.
Aids Mine Engineering.
Ocophones supply a (piick und fair-
ly aicarati- method of mine surveying.
If two tunnels are being brought to-
gether from any direction, the
jirogn-s- of tlie tunnels could he ob
May Be Official Home
Western Canada Farmers Jubi-
lant Over Prospects.
Harvest In Southwestern Manitoba
Expected to Come Close to
Bumper Yield of 1915.
Those who have friends in Western
Canada will be anxious to learn of
the conditions there, and will be In-
terested in knowing that generally the
crop prospect Is very favorable. Cut-
ting and harvesting have become gen
eral, and it is anticipated that the re
sults which will appear when thrash
tng Is completed will be highly satis
factory.
With the widely varying weather
conditions that have prevailed in the
different sections of the prairie prov-
inces It would be Impossible to fore-
cast with any degree of accuracy as to
how tie crop Is made. The Manitoba
crop has held Its own, and the outlook
for the province as a whole is decided-
ly good.
With the exception of an area south
and west of Brandon, grain crops tn
Manitoba continue to give promises
of a good harvest, the best In fact for
a number of seasons, reports the Cana-
dian National Railways for the week
ended July 22. Recent rains and favor
able temperatures have improved con-
ditions wonderfully.
Southwestern Manitoba will reap a
harvest which will nearly equal the
bumper harvest of 1915. Farmers In
the district are very optimistic. The
rye crop Is exceptionally good; many
fields will yield upwards of 30 bushels
per acre. The fields are remarkably
free of weeds, and the grasshopper
menace, which has been evident in the
southwestern portion of the province
for the past three years, has been
almost entirely obliterated. No dam-
age has been done to the wheat crop
by rust, and the oats crop will aver-
age more than 60 bushels to the acre.
In Saskatchewan there are large
areas where the crops are excellent.
In places where the prospects some
few weeks ago were not encouraging,
material chance for the better is ap
parent. In these places unusually dry
weather during a portion or tne grow-
ing season kept the crops back, but
what was most remarkable was the
effect that the spring moisture had.
While light In some places, this mois-
ture keDt sufficient strength In the
growing crops to ensure a fair yield
of a good quality of grain. Tins con-
dition arises in the dis-
tricts of the province.
The southern nortlons or tlie prov
ince have be"bn exceptionally favored,
reports showing that the yield of all
grains will be wonderfully good.
The crops of all Saskatchewan are
a week or ten days later than those
of Manitoba.
Conditions in Alberta are said to be
good, especially In southern Alberta,
where coolous and plentiful showers
came In time to give assurance of
good paying yields. This applies to
nearly all sections of that district.
Northern Alberta, or at least that
portion of it lying within thirty miles
of Edmonton, has suffered from lack ot
moisture, a very unusual thing for
that district, where there Is generally
an abundance. As a result, tne heavy
yields of wheat, oats and barley for
which the district Is noted will show
considerable falling off over past years.
The grain, though, is of excellent
quality and the yield will be fair.
Pasturage Is poor, and the hay crop
will fall short of that of any previous
year for quite an extended period.
nn the whole, the nrnirie provinces
of Western Canada will have a crop
that will warrant the statement tnat it
will prove satisfactory and remuner
ative.
A number of farmers put in corn
this year, and from present appear-nnce-
there is a likelihood of nn
abundant yield for fodder and ensi
lage, while a good deal of It will fully
mature. A number of silos were
erected this season. While grain grow-
ing is losing none of Its Interest, It
Is highly pleasing to note the number
of farmers who are adding dairying to
the grain growing industry. Adver
tisement.
Giving Him His Chance.
He I would die for you.
She Well, what are you waiting
for? Boston Transcript.
J Not a Laxative
Nujol is a lubricant not a
medicine or laxative so
cannot gripe.
When you are constipated,
not enough of Nature's
lubricating liquid is pro-
duced in the bowel to keep
the food waste soft and
moving. Doctors prescribe
Nujol because
it acts like
this natural
lubricant and
thus renlaces
it. Tryit to-da- y.
I --" ifl ALUBRICANTNOTALAXATIVE If
oato toHairThin?M tbennew.it
tr It Tlulliat
the root and stupe lair faille out fllle Md
doU rauMlT. Trj Itl At U good drugg-tat- lie,
Melnet iraa HfMK.ILUJ. O--l. Mi I. Tarn
Sl'liUlAI. HUSH SKUVIUIS eecured It
jou mrnllon tlila poper wlioo writingflrma liHnw. '
llOH.tl-AI.I.IC- N JBWUMtV CO.
Mfsr. and Repairing. All orders promptly
attended to. But. 1879. 16th ft Cbarnpe
(I.IT.AMOItS ANO IJVKIIS
HOTELS
VIMS()ll, lHth Larimer. Rooms 75o
up. special rates to permanent gue.
Dyeing-Dyei- ng
25 Years of
Successful Dyeingj
The Model Cleaners and 'Dyers
1317 BROADWAY, DENVER, COLO.
FORMATION DEPARTMENT
)Ooiuinerciul Inquiries answered and
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above. '
To Go to Higher Court, .
Denver. Petitions for an Injunction
against the Moffat tunnel commission
will be heard In the District Court of
Golden Aug. 28, and will be carried
immediately to the Supreme Courtly,
the loser in the case. The case was
set by Judge Samuel W. Johnson re-
cently when he granted the petitioners
a continuance of three weeks. Norton
Montgomery, the tunnel commission's
attorney, said that the case can be
carried to the Supreme Court nnd giv-
en Immediate hearing If completed by
Sept. 1. !
John It. Smith, attorney, seeks an
Injunction on his own behalf and of
the Wolfe Brothers' Land Company.
Attorney Montgomery urged upon
the court the necessity of quick settle-
ment of the case, in order that the
work of tunnel construction may start
at the earliest possible moment. Based
upon the proposed rental of the tun-
nel for $500,000 a year, delay Is costing
$2,000 a day, he safd.
Shot While Playing William Tall.
El Paso, Texas. Capt. Roberto
Bravo shot and killed Mrs. Romella D
La Rosa at Santa Rosalia, Chihuahua,
while playing William Tell, according
to travelers who reached Juarez re-
cently. The captain snapped, a. tele-
phone wire with a bullet from his pis-
tol, shattered an electric light globe
and shot a glass from Mrs. De La Ro-
sa's hand. "Let's see you shoot this
hat off my head," said the woman,
placing the cnptaln's cap on her head,
acording to the story. The captain
pulled the trigger and the woman fell
with a bullet In her brain. The officer
was arrested, according to Informants.
British Warship Aground.
St. John, N. F. The British warship
Raleigh, which has been cruising off
the Labrador coast with Admiral Sir
William Pat'kenhum on board, is
aground at Point Amour In the Straits
of Belle Isla. She struck recently and
a message said she would probably be
a total wreck. All on board reached
shore safely. The Calcutta, tender Jo
the Raleigh, is standing by.
Two Bandits Killed.
Los Angeles. Two bandits wers
shot and killed while attempting to
hold up the office of an Ice company
at Los Angeles a few days ago. An-
other man was wounded and is at the
receiving hospital. A fourth was ar-
rested.
"Shoot to Kill" Order Given.
El Paso. "Shoot to kill if necessary
for or to enforce the
strike Injunction." This was the ordec
Issued to deputy United States mar-
shals patrolling railroad property at
El Paso in connection with the rail-
road strike. The order was given by
Assistant United States District At-
torney Norman J. Morrison."- - At the
same time, he announced that ha
would file contempt proceedings
against four strikers who were arrest-
ed on charges of threatening em-
ployes.
"Big Tim" Murphy Freed.
Chicago. Timothy D. (Big Tim)
Murphy, union labor leader on trial
with three others for two months on
charge of conspiracy In connection
with the slaying of a patrolman dur-
ing an outbreak of labor warfare, was
freed of the charge when the state's
attorneys nol pressed the case, at the
suggestion of Presiding Judge Thomas
Taylor, Jr. The remaining defendants
are Fred Mader, Daniel McCarthy and
John Miller, confessed driver of the
automobile from which the shotswere
fired.
.'(
Accused of Choking Child.
Omaha, Neb. A woman whose name
Is given as Florence Kelly, who for
merly conducted a rooming house at
Cusper, Vyo Is accused ot ehoklng aj
child to death at McKees- -i
port, Penn., June 2, tn an alleged con- -
fesslon by Fred Grlmberg, former
Omaha resident, that he threw theJ
body into tlie Monongahela river,. ac-- ;
cording to a letter received at Omahaj
by Police Chief Michael Dempgey from
Robert H, Brown of Pittsburg, Alle-
gheny county detective chief. i
Workhouse Stonepile
who stood on the station platform and
saw husband and father brought back
to face the law. Mrs. Culp waved to
her husband and, in response, hi
raised a manacled hand and smiled
back at her and the children. No
words were exchanged. None were
permitted, and the recreant church-
man was hurried to the county jail.
Arriving there, he was willing to dis-
cuss his troubles.
"My wife wasn't a Christian," Culp
asserted. "When she was angry she
would curse and no Christian can do
that. I pleaded with her and prayed
for her, but to no avail. I assisted
her in the care of the children and
even fashioned dresses for the girls
and helped stitch them on the machine.
I never could get my wife to dress up.
She sent Esther and me away. She
made us leave, but I am willing to for-
give her," he declared magnanimously.
Esther's name Is Mary Esther
Hughes. The wife's name was Mary
Esta Hughes. They are not related.
Mary Esther says she will always
love Culp. Mary Esta says 'she may
take ber husband back.
In the meantime Gulp Is breaking
stone on the rock pile and doubtless
thinking it over.
Nic" Shop for Women
Besides standard makes of cigarettes,
the feminine smoker buys cigarettes
of particular and preferred blends,
done In fancy wrappers. Black and
white stripes are popular. The
wrapper with the gilt monogram
is another startler. Otherwise, the
papers range through all tints and
combination of tints.
Holders are In many shapes and
sizes. The long, slender black one re-
mains a favorite. Amber holders are
liked, especially when they are ringed
with small turquoises. Painted glass
holders are considered very much the
thing to wenr with sport togs.
Finally, for women who wish to be
really there is the .little
briar wood pipe, set with Jewels, or
painted In strange designs.
Are Man and Wife
man who Is posing as her father, and
that she donned boy's clothes and cui
her hair because she liked to look like
a boy. She declared they were mar-
ried in Wichita, Kan., on June 29. and
she does not see anything wrong with
dressing like a boy and today declared
that she Intends to sue "these mean
old policemen" for arresting her and
her husband.
Ward, who gives his age as thirty-nine- ,
tells the same story as the girl.
He says that he is a former Texas
ranger of San Antonio and that he
met Mrs. Ward In Wichita less than
a month ago, where she was visiting
her brother after graduating from the
Arkansas High school.
Mrs. Ward explains that she is a
lazy girl and that one of the reasons
she fell In love with her spouue is
because he was so diligent and help-
ful.
"He always buttons my shoes and
puttees," she proudly exclaimed. "He
has oodles of money and after we
travel around the United States a
while, we are going to France and
Italy for a visit."
The police released the couple at
once upon receiving official advices
from Wichita that they were legally
married.
only In night gown and" bedroom slip-
pers. The stranger was with her.
Esmond returned and could find no
trace of his wife. Believing she had
been kidnaped as a practical Joke,
he started immediately for Denver.
E, Hagler, night watchman of Love-
land, found the bride In an uncon-
scious condition on a Loveland street.
She apparently had fallen from a mov-
ing automobile. She was clad In her
night robe and bedroom slippers an
her clenched hands were filled with
mud.
Esmond arrived In Denver at 5
o'clock Sunday morning. Told th
facts, he made a hurried trip to Love-
land, obtained his brlds and dlsup-
I peared.
i-t-
Teachings of Confucius Still Re-
main the Moral Guide for Peo-
ple of Vast Domain.
ANCIENT TOMB IS NEGLECTED
Interest Directed to the Great Chinese
Sage by Dispute Among Descend-
ants Who Inherit Duty of
Caring for Shrine.
of
Washington. The tomb of Confu-
cius, the mecca to which millions of
Chinese pilgrims have journeyed, Is
said by dispatches to be covered with
weeds due to a dispute between de-
scendants of the great sage, who have
Inherited (he duty of caring for this
shrine of Hie nation.
The burial place of (he man who has
dominated Chinese thought for 23 cen-
turies is described, as It appeared a
few years ago, in the following com-
munication from Charles K. Edmunds
the National Geographic society:
"This Confucian temple, an enormous
and magnificent place, occupying with a
grounds the whole of one side of
the town of Kufu, Is the model of the
Confucian temples found In all the
cities of China. It is almost certainly
the growtli of uges.
Contains Image of Sage. of
"Within the main building, called
'The Hall of Perfection,' sits the cano-
pied Image of the great sage, of which
there are not more than two or three
duplicates throughout the empire. Or-
dinarily, Confucian temples do not con- -'
tain an Image of the sage, but a simple
tablet before which veneration and de-
votions are expressed.
"The statue is of wood, larger than
life size, and represents the sage seat-
ed, holding In his hands the Imperial
tablet, or scepter, as a symbol of his
sovereignty In the realm of thought.
"He Is clothed in nine different silk
garments, on which the 12 imperial
emblems are embroidered, namely, sun,
moon, stars, mountains, dragons,
pheasants, altar vessels, water lilies,
flames of fire, rice, axes and classic
of Gotham's Mayor
Mnj. Claude Davenport, an Ameri-
can army officer stationed In Huma-ni- a,
has adopted na a mascot a young
jackass. He Is here seen holding hli
pet, then Ave weeks old.
characters. While nine of these were
used for great princes, as well as em-
perors, tlie first three were exclusively
Imperial Insignia. Thus is denoted the
high rank with which Confucius has
long been honored,
"The temple grounds are separated
from tlie rest of the town by the
street that marks the site of the an-
cient village in which Confucius was
born, the actual site of the house it-
self being marked by the Duke's pal-
ace, for there Is still a duke In Lu,
the seventy-sevent- h lineal descendant
the sage.
"Resides the contributions from de-
votees and appropriations from Teking,
estates of ninny ticres are devoted to
the support of the temple nnd the sup-
ply of the great number of pigs, sheep
and cattle required for the sacrifice,
for no symbolism of cheap paper Im-
ages as substitutes for the real arti-
cle, so common elsewhere In China, Is
allowed here.
"The duke Is also In charge of the
upkeep of the great Confucian ceme-
tery, which lies outside the city, to
rench which one goes from tlie north
gate of the city for about a mile along
wide avenue lined with cypress trees.
Tens of Thousands of Graves.
"The portal tn Shong-ling- , built In
Its present form in 1755 by the seventy-firs- t
lineal descendant of Confucius,
gives access to n park-lik- e enclosure
over f00 acres, containing the
sepulcher of the sage nnd of all his
descendants. The total is undoubtedly
several tens of thousands of graves.
When a family holds together for 2,500
years, It grows Into a big concern
about 70 per cent of the population In
these parts, even the soldiers sent as
escorts claiming membership In the
clan. The park Is cared for by 200 at-
tendants, whose families have inher-
ited this duty for many hundreds of
years.
"From the outer entrance of the
'Grove of the True Snge' an avenue of
fine and ancient cypresses, about 150
on a side, leads to an inner lnclosure,
where are balls for worship and monu-
ments of imperial visits from the Sung
dynasty down.
"As one passes Inward the monu-
ments become more nnd more ancient.
The aspects of the park are rather
those of age than of neglect. Present-
ly one comes to 'Hie Holy Way,' closed
In by walls like "The Kmperor'g Way'
from one palace building to another,
thus denoting the Imperial ranking of
the sage.
"Finally, In very nenrly the center
of the whole lnclosure, the visitor
comes to two hillocks that cover the
remains of Confucius und his son. In
front of each Is a simple stone ultar
and an Inscribed pillar, the one before
that of the sage himself rending 'Most
Holy Ancient Teacher.'
"It Is said that the earth forming
the mound covering the body of Con-
fucius hns been brought from each of
the IS provinces of the empire. How-
ever that may be, It is certainly true
Hint the Influence of the sage has been
and still is felt throughout the whole
extent of the great country; nnd the
prophet himself, while In these latter
radical days somewhat dusty, still
bears on his shoulders the vast com-- i
monwealth of China, whose moral
basis, with nil tls deficiencies, Is surely
derful man."
The management of the Daughters
of Israel Home for Hie Aged, In New-
ark, N. J., has yielded to the desire
of the oldest Inmate, one hundred and
ten years of age, to have her hair
bobbed "like the other girls."
Deep Mystery Attends This Honeymoon
COLO. To have nisLOVELAND, in her night
clothes from the room In which he had
left her the next night was the ex-
perience of Walter C. Esmond, Chi-
cago theatrical man, In Loveland.
Esmond was married to a Denver
girl Friday. Saturday Esmond and his
bride left for Estes Park on their
honeymoon. Snturduy night they
registered nt a hotel In Loveland as
"W. C. Esmond and wife," from Den-
ver. '
At 1 o'clock Sunday morning a man
registered at the hotel as "P. Chies,
Denver." He demanded that Esmond
be awakened, saying that he had come
to Loveland In a stolen car. The clerk
declined to awaken his guests. A short
time later a second man, unidentified,
repeated the story, demanding that Es-
mond be awakened. The clerk went
up to the room and Esmond came
down. With his accuser he went to a
nearby automobile agency and proved
the car was not the stolen vehicle.
While he was gone the second man,
according to other roomers in the ho-
tel, went to the room. A short time
later, they said, Mrs. Esmond was seen
climbing down the fire escape clad
fiiiitff1it.ru m'1"y,"'"w-"""lf""-
Ilesidence of the hue Hishop Potter, at Klglity-nlnt- street and Riverside
drive, New York, recently purchased for an unknown client, Is believed to be
the site chosen as the olllcinl residence for New. York city's mayor. The build-
ing Is of colonial design, and will, according to rumor, be presented to the city
for use rm 'lie mayor's home.
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SKIRT IS CF WHITE FLANNELCHIEF REQUIREMENTSMODERN STABLES FABRICS FOR FALL
FOR STORING POTATO Children Cry ForHELP KEEP MILK
It Is of Utmost Importance to
Brilliant Types of Silk Are Used
for Coat Lining.Tubers Must Be Protected From
Extreme Heat and Cold.
"t'i" "?Nrt Contents 15 Fluid Praota
lfj pes
iIMMi
Have Them Clean and Free
From Disagreeable Odors. Satisfactory Temperature la About 35
Colors of the Tropics Are In Evidence
.,
fi Many of the Numbers
for the Season.
The Importance with which bro-
cades are regarded for the fall ami
winter sense, is illustrated in a
to 40 Degrees Provide Ventila
tion to Remove Foul Air
and Moisture.AVOID FILTHY PLANK FLOORS
PER OBNT.(Prepared by the United Statei Department
ot Agriculture.)If I AVc$elab!cIVepar4uofi6rAs
K c.'milntino' theTbod bv Reguln- -
fall line, which contains an unusual
number of brocades in a large variety mil
The requirements for the successful
storage of potatoes are summed up
by the United States Department of
of fabrics and patterns. I tin1heStomachsMKl Bgrelsrfj
Dairyman Must Be Constantly at War
With Filth Cows, Utensils and
Barn Must Be Kept Unpol-
luted at All Times.
Ihe featured cloth Is klo-k- which.
Agriculture as follows: In Itself, offers a diversity of patterns. ! - 'The tubers must be protected from ine foundation Is an onen weave of ThereoyPfomotinDiSestiffliextremes of cold and heat. A temper. fine wool, on which is a pattern madeW. Q. KAISER, Agricultural ature ranging from 35 to 40 degrees MS Cheerfulness ana Kcsumui-- -j
ftetther Oplam.Morphlne nor.by
a puffy or blistered treatment of
silk. The whole is usually in a singleF.,
Is considered satisfactory. 1 A J mm ilineral.NoTNAHCOTw- -tone, hut there is an occasional comSufficient ventilation must be pro-
vided to remove foul air and excess bination of two tones.
moisture. 4These patterns range from the simThe storage house must be so con ple, oblong block, that would staff
From the very fact that milk is used'
as a human food it Is essential to ex-
ercise the greatest enre to. keep it
dean and wholesome. Milk is a prod-
uct that absorbs disagreeable odors
very quickly and if left stand in a
stable where bad odors are presnt it
will In a surprisingly short time be
contaminated.
eemum
MJUtScttt
JmUtSmstructed as to make It possible to ex- - be suitable for outing wear, to elabo
rate brocaded patterns made by the
Special Care of Baby.
That Baby should have a bed of Its own all are agreed. Yet Itis more reasonable for an Infant to Bleep with grown-up- s than to use
a man's medicine in an attempt to regulate the delicate organism of
that same infant Either practice is to be shunned. Neither would
be tolerated by specialists in children's diseases.
Your Physician will tell you that Baby's medicine must be
prepared with even greater care than Baby's food.
A Baby's stomach when in good health is too often disarrangedby improper food. Could you for a moment, then, think of givingto your ailing child anything but a medicine especially preparedfor Infants and Children ? Dont be deceived.
Make a mental note of this: It is important, Mothers, that
you should remember that to function well, the digestive organs of
your Baby must receive special care. No Baby is so abnormal that
the desired results may be had fsom the use of medicines primarily
prepared for grown-up-s.
MOTHERS 8H0UID BEAD THE BOOKLET THAT 18 AROUND EVERY BOTTLE OF FLETCHER'S CASTORIH
GENUINE CASTOR I A ALWAYS
puffed silk, and adaptable for formaldresses nnd wraps.
luimeo crepe appears in brocaded A hotnful Remedy for4o
Constipation aMDiarrnoeipatterns' for the first time. These areIntended, in many Instances, for fur K1"lis- and Fevensnne- - -iccoir SLEEPcoat linings, making the brilliant type
of lining that In some colorings, such rcsultini mercfrotninjnfetfy
' Tl'
i'lleMS
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as a greenish gold, has a metallic ap
pearance. Showing a plaited skirt of whiteflannel with the loveliest sort of
sweater of jade green, the stripes beSllkyway, chinchilla satin and satin
Sijnatareaf
lHlCEVTAtmCOMP
with plain or glace ground, are all 5S;ing on the wrong side, giving it a
"The old filthy plank floored, poor-
ly lighted, barn is the
harbinger of disease, especially tuber-
culosis," says W. B..,iirney, state
dairy and food commfsVbner of Iowa,
In a report to the governor of that
state. If all ordinances on floor con-
struction were summed up In a single
sentence they would read about as
follows: "No building shall be used
for stabling cows which is not pro-
vided with an easily cleaned, imperv-
ious floor." The dairyman must be con-
stantly at war with filth. The cows
must be kept clean, the utensils in
which milk Is kept must be kept clean
and the barn must be clean. An ensil.v
cleaned Impervious floor in the dalrj
Soarfigured with brocaded grounds, some charming effect. NEW TUHiw Bears the Signature ofgood looking linings being achieved
with the satin weaves. 0 f 0'
Other numbers are figured in sim the ground for some of these fancies. w' i' ii i m iiimn ipler ways. Molly-O- , for example, including a clipped number in which
which hitherto has been only a plain the plush makes small squares.
In the class of plain fabrics are twocloth, develops stripes in the new line,
showing both the crepe' and soft satin Exact Copy of Wrapper.specialties one, called crepe stellar. TH CNTUR COMPANY. NIW YORK CITY.weaves on the surface. Crepe d'amour, will) a semi-lustrou- s fnce oroken by
almost Invisible checks In the weavetne weave, is now
seen In the shadow checks and plaids.
in addition to the brocades, the
the other, cote de cheval, a dull fabric
of the crepe de chine family, in which
the familiar warp stripe is made of SO Ssnfs Insures Fresh Charm to Old ShawlsPUTNAM FADELESS DYES-d- yes or tints as you wishcompany attaches great importance toExterior View of Satisiactory Potato tiny chevrons.Storage House. Plush striped novelties. Narrow stripesare een on voile and wide ones on Color Interest that has dveloped
satin. Heavy canton crepe serves as Twas Ever Thus.
As a party of tourists motored
elude the light, as the table Qjallty
of potatoes quickly deteriorates If
barn is very necessary. Concrete is
used In many sections of this country
for dairy barn floors. Plank floors
with cracks full of filth are being
taken up and a permanent concrete
floor put in their place. This work
can be done at any season of the year
when there is time to do the work. The
floor can be laid in winter If the Inte-
rior of the barn can be kept above
freezing for four or five days until
concrete has hardened.
Avoid Costly Mistakes.
A good plan is neeessnry so as to
avoid costly mistakes. Once concrete
so far In these plain and novelty
fabrics centers around the browns,
from the light chocolate browns to through the eastern part of Oreeneas- -they are exposed to light. BEADED DRESS WELL LIKED tle recently, u small car, loaded withdeeper tones. Morocco, the dull red,The tubers should be dry and rea-
sonably free from dirt when put Into
storage. An excess of moisture or of
five younKsters, slipped up behind, theThe print collection makes up in
brilliancy of color for any dullness in
the popular plain colors. Some de
Indianapolis News reports. As the
smaller car was forging ahead one of
the boys lit a giant cannon cracker
and tossed It behind the big car. It
signs have the color luxuriance of the
soil Increases the amount of heat gen-
erated in a newly stored pile of po-
tatoes. The soil tends to close up
the spaces between the tubers, thus
tropics, and others the less exotic rich
went off with n loud report. Thereness of oriental design. Some suggest
modern paintings, nnd one has a batik was a screeching of brakes as the big
car came to a halt, and the tourists
piled out to hunt for the blowouts.
effect with crackled ground. In addi
tion to the staple ground colors used.
The youngsters passed merrily on.a bright green appears frequently
One cannot say that the precise,
Cuticura for Sore Hands.small pntterns of the spring season
Soak hands on retiring in the hot sudshave been completely abandoned, for
cutting off air circulation and helping
to retain heat that would otherwise
escape.
All diseased, badly cut, or bruised
tubers should be removed before put-
ting potatoes into storage.
It is not advisable to stote potatoes
In bulk at a greater depth than 5 or
6 feet, and the floor dimensions of the
bin should not be greater than 12 by
12 feet unless provided with a series
of ventilating shafts for the escape
of moisture and heat. Ventilated divi-
sion walls and floors are also desir
tias hardened It Is difficult to remove.
Most agricultural colleges have sug-
gested dairy barn layouts which they
furnish free to farmers. Many barn
equipment manufacturers also furnish
;his Information, without charge.
The first step In the construction of
il dairy barn floor is to clear out rubbish
and bring the area to proper level. All
holes' should be filled and If there are
any soft spots these should be tamped
solid.
The manger curb is usually built
rirst and it Is very important to do this
Job right so that steel stanchions will
fit. The curb should be 5 or 0 inches
thick and project about 6 inches above
of Cuticura Soap, dry and rub in Cuthere are some distinctive interpreta
tions of this style of print, but the
general effect Is of boldness and col- -
Contemporary Corrected.
From Fashionable Dress "Wheo
the gay Bard of Avon fondly inquired
'What is so rare as a day in June?'
he wus probably thinking of the
smiles nnd tears and tenderness of
the wedding day."
ticura Ointment. Remove surplus
Ointment with tissue paper. This Is
only one of the things Cuticura will do
If Soap, Ointment and Talcum are used
A Hard Lot.
"Madam," said the sunve agent, I
have here a book that will tell yon
how to live twenty-fou- r hours a day.1'
"I haven't any use for It," said the
hard-face- mutron. "With a no-a-e
count husband and six children to sup-
port by running a boarding honse, I'm
already living twenty-fou- r hours a
duy. What I need is a season pass to
a movie house and a chance to use
It"
for all toilet purposes. Advertisement.
able. Making Even.
orfulness. 'J hose big patterns, which
appear on pussy willow and pussy
willow satin, are considered suitable
for fur coat linings. Between the
small patterns and the Inrge, daring
ones, Is a group of moderately sized
detached patterns In soft colorings.
Fruit and flower groups appear in
this type.
Not at all, brother, not at all ! He
was probably thinking: "That's a
mighty good line. Wish I'd thought of
It before Lowell did." Boston Tran
Spain hns adopted a special tax on
bachelors. If they rcoHy want to evenTHRASH GRAIN UNDER COVER
script.things up, what they ought to do is
take the bachelors' pay envelopes and
top of floor level when finished. For
the curb a 1:2:3 mixture is recom-
mended. This means that each sack
of cement will be mixed with 2 cubic
feet of clean sand and 3 cubic feet
leave them three dollars a week for
lunches and car fare.
Small Tractor and Outfit Make
Possible to Store Bundles and
Thrash in Winter. BEADS ARE HOLDING FAVOR
Breaking It Gently.
"Maud's pet dog has been run over;
she'll be heartbroken."
"Don't tell her abruptly'
"No, I'll begin by Buying it's her
h usba nd." Boston Transcript,
Frequently Wives Dont.
"I am nnother man since I got mai
rled," exclaimed the happy benedict
"And does your wife love that othet
man?" asked a cynical friend. Bo
ton Transcript.
An active mind probably gets Its
fullest occupation in politics. There
air no idle moments.
One of the interesting ideas that is
developing along with the growth of
Embellishment Conspicuous on Blouses
as Well as on Dresses for Com-
ing Season.
The use of head embellishment Is
the small tractor and thu small thresh
Ing outfit, Is the storing of bundled
grain In the barn and threshing it out i s ai 1at leisure in the fall or winter. Sev
Ltffh h tw't Capacity I
' V 4 ir
eral farmers in Illinois have found
this a good plan.
The small threshing outfit can be
left set up, and any day when there Is
a little time It can be started and
conspicuous not only on dresses for
the coming season, but blouses show a
marked predilection for its use as well.
Instead of losing their popularity,
as many had predicted, beuds have
taken on a new lease of life, and
Judging from statements made by re-
turning dress and Mouse buyers and
designers, beads are only now coming
into their own. New colors nnd color
schemes, novelly designs and the like
have much to do with the hearty con
Surely the beaded dress has earnedsome of the grain worked through Its place In society, and when of b'yckThe straw goes back Into the barn
or a nearby shed for use with the live georgette with steel beads, milady
stock. There is no rush, and no ex well knows she is correctly gownedfor either afternoon or evening occatra help is needed. It helps to ease
Every time you buy and use cheap and
big can baking powder that does not
give satisfaction you have increased
the cost of your bakings many times?
REMEMBER
sions. The hat shown is of malinesFloor plan prepared by the American
Society of Agricultural Engineers up on the work during the rush sea-
son, and keep everybody busy during with monkey fur. tinuation of the mode.after a study of several thousand
plans. Whether the cows face In slack times. This is one way the bigbarn helps pay a profit.or out is largely a matter of per LATE DRESSES ARE LONGER PALE COCOA A NOVEL SHADE
sonal preference. Here they face in,
STORE BEET PULP FOR FEED Tightly Draped Models Are Worn onof pebbles or crushed rock. Sand Brown Tint Not as as
Many Darker Shades Whitethe Street by Well Dressed
Women.
The warm weather has brought
should all pass through a screen with
quarter-Inc- h mesh. Stone should be
clean, rough and vary In size from one
Jade to the Fore.
I'nle cocoa Is a novel shade for sum 370"quarter Inch up to 1 inches. Con numerous Interesting costumes. lheEist Way Is to Spread It Over BeetTop Silo It Effectually SealsSilage MassThe best way for the beet grower to
store pulp for winter feeding Is to
spread it over the beet top silo. It
crete must be placed In form Imme most striking fouture of the new
diately after mixed and should be
tamped or spaded to make sure that
dresses Is their Increased length,
which Is becoming more the vogue
dally.all holes ,are completely filled.
Plan for Stall Platform. effectually seals the silage mass andthe heat from the silage warms the
The Economy fgRSZtRiG PQWiBBEKx
Is the best that can be mode
The stall platform is usually built
next and it is very similar to building pulp
and thus hastens the curing
process; it also reduces the annoyance
mer wear, not as are so
ninny of the duiker browns. Trimmed
with bronze or with the proper shade
of blue, It is very attractive. Two
other new browns have mnde their ap-
pearance. These go by the redolent
numes of onion and caramel. Shoes to
go with these gowns are on the bronze
shade, with stockings In the shade
known as onion.
White Jade, like a summer cloud, Is
edging to the fore as a
bit of loveliness for wear with the
The semi-lon- g skirt appears to be
less favored and is certainly less
graceful than the one coming to the
break of the ankle. It has been no-
ticed that tightly draped models are
worn on the street by well dressed
women. The lines are long and
of handling frozen pulp.
a sidewalk. A 1 :2 :3 concrete mixture
is used. The full thickness of the
floor Is placed at one time. This Is SUMMER. FEEDING FOR EGGSknown as construction and
Is generally more satisfactory than
Plan Differs but Little From Wintere work. A wood float should
be used for finishing. It will produce
a smooth surface yet leave it Just
Rations Except in Regard to
Amount of Grain.
Summer feeding for egg production
summer frock.' Of fen It Is combined
with green Jade, forming n crispy, cool
ornument, soft In coloring as a bit of
daisy studded meadow. Is an
straight, the gown drawn to the side,
but not supplemented by much full-
ness on the hips to Interfere with the
slender line.
Crepe materials predominate now,
but the satin surfaces will appear
soon, It Is thought.
The fact that draped gowns are not
gritty enough so that it will not get
slippery. Do not use a steel trowel
as It Is likely to give a surface that
will become slippery which is very
objectionable In a dairy barn.
differs but very little from winter
feeding except In regnrd to the amount
of grain fed. A good grain ration for good for figures that are rather stout
is obvious after seeing some of the
extraordinary earring combining the
two
, Jades; a pyramidal-shape- d
plaque dangling from two tiny chains
and forming the base on which dangle
three pendant drops of the green Jade.
Cornelian, the gem of grandmother's
day, Is back again in dignified beauty.
egg production is corn and oats equal
measure, feeding but little If any inWAYS TO DESTROY INSECTS heavier figures tightly costumed along
these lines.
You may get
more quantity
for your money
but quality
means pure,
sweet and al-
ways success-
ful bakings.
the morning, and all the hens will
Millions of
housewives buy
and use Calu-
met because
they know that
it is the best
leavener at the
lowest price.
eat at night. Black chiffon, in a many tiered
petal mode, mado a cool looking frock yBEST G PRACTICE seen on the street In the afternoon.Another gown was all in periwinkleshade, made of canton crepe withArsenate of Lead May Be Sprayed orDusted to Kill Pests onVarious Plants.When dry arsenate of lead Is used
for chewing insects from four to six
tablespoons of the arsenate may be
put Into one gallon of water. A small
sprayer or watering pot may be used
Fowls on Many Farms Are Compelled
llose quartz Is another fitting orna-
ment for summer frocks.
Uneven hems, slashed and scal-
loped and geometrically patterned
hems, padded hems, corded hems,
braided or embroidered hems all of
these there will be, and It Is a qtiea-tlo-n
whether the shifting of the center
of Interest from limbs to hems is not
a good thing after all.
sieeves ana siae panels or the same
color of chiffon. A hat carried out the It UI V .
- to Shift for Themselves and
Then Stop Laying.
The best practice is to always feed
the hen the proper amount of feed. BEST BY TEST
complete effect of the shade.
One frock appropriate for atteet
year showed a triple fine white stripe
on a background of navy, the stripes
running up and down. Panels of self
material were the only trimming, and
the bat was of crepe, also In dark blue
and white.
This practice Is not always done on
the general farm. There is a tendency
to let the hens shift for themselves,
to apply It. All Insects that bite and
chew their food may be destroyed by
arsenate of lead. Another way to use
arsenate of lead Is to mix It with
d lime nnd dust on tender
putntl.
Crepe De Chine 8eti.
Sets of crepe de chine consist otand as a result the hens cease to laj
and molt earlier than they should.. hat, neckpiece and hand bag. The World's Greatest Baking Powder
Mr. Office Seeker: STAND BY THE RESERVE ADVOCATE
RESERVE PUBLISHING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.LG1 J. E. RHEIN, EDITOR AND GENERAL MANAGER.
PupliKhed every Thursday at the Gaunt iiuildiug, Reserve, New Mexico,
Entered as second-cias- s matter at the postellice at Reserve New HeincoTunuel
Tell President Harding Old and aot of Congress of March 2, 1879.
New Men Must Be Protected SUBSCRIPTION RATES'
' in Strike Settlement. One year in advance $2.00
fiOT A MATTER CF CHOICE
Faithful Emr , Have Both Legal
and Mor Rights to Seniority
and 'Jther Benefits.We Can Help You
MAGDALENA MERCANTILE COMPANY
THE CASH STORE
... J
Groceries, dry goods, boots and shoes,
Maise Money
Hardware, tinware, farm implements,
u Protection
hi You not only protect your M
f J savings, but you get paid for
doing so when you have a savings
uccount at this bank. JM
Money that's idle means money t$
V. wasted. Put your saving to work f
Y and watch the interest grow. yWe watch both the prin- - Atf
C. cipal and interest for J$'-jjj-r
you and relieve Cpr
yqu of all the
wrrJ banking worries. SESO
Meat Market
The right kind of printed forms will help your business
prosper by saving your time and keeping your records
in proper shape.
Our service as printers is not limited to taking your
order and putting some ink on paper according to
your directions. '
We are able to make suggestions for business printing
that may save considerable money for you. Our plant
is completely equipped and we carry a stock of
MO
Tht Utility Busintsi Paptr
in order to give you the quickest service possible.
WE HAVE A COMPLETE MULTIGRAPH EQUIPTMENT
with which to print and sign personal letters to your constituent?.
We will match in the name3 for you; print and address the
envelopes. Ask us about it.
GASOLINE FILLING STATION.
Mail orders solicited and promptly filled
Sofctv --Honesty-CourtesyService
NEW MEXICOMAGDALENA,
New Tori:. The keynote of the re-
ply nimlc by rulhvuy executives rep-
resent lus more tlnili 180 Clusa 1
nf the United States to the prop-
osition of President Harding, tliut "ull
lilrlkcrs he returned to their work and
ilieir former positions with seniority
i nil oilier rights uniuipuired," lies In
the liisl purnKniph from their reply to
the President us follows:
"It Is submitted that the strikingformer employes cannot be Klven
e IVrence to employes at presentin the service without dointf vio-
lence, to every principle of riwht
and Justice involved In this mat-
ter, and without the grossestbienrh of faith on the- part of the
railroads to the men at present In
their service.
"I'ncler these circumstances, Itbecomes apparent that the railroads
cannot consider any settlement of
the present strike which does not
provide protection In their present
employment both to the loyal em-
ployes who remained In the serv-
ice and to the new employes en-
tering It."
The executives had accepted the
first two conditions proposed by tlip
President, niunely, that both employers
imd employe!) accept the decisions of
the I.nlmr'ISonrd, and that nil law suits
untwine out. of the strike be with-
drawn; and In relation to the third
Miidlllon spoke not only as quoted
above, but .also as follows:
Agree With the President.
"The railroad executives and man-liter- s
iifrree entirely with the Presi-
dent's statement In his letter that It Is
wholly unthlnkalile-tlia- t the Kailroad
Labor Hoard can be made n useful
iireney of the government In ninlntaln-'n- s
Industrial peace In the railway
service unless employers and workers
ire both prompt and unquestioning tu
heir acceptance of Its decisions.
"Many men In the service refused to
join the strike, and In so doing were
assured of the seniority rights accruing
to them and of the permanence of
their positions. On some Important
Hues 50 per cent or more refused to
Join (he strike. To these old loynl em-
ployes have been added thousands of
new men who were employed and could
lie secured only upon A definite prom-
ise thnt their services would be re-
tained regardless of the settlement of
i he strike, with all the rights apper
The RESERVE STATE BANK
WHEN IN NEED First National Bank
Magdalena, New MexicoOf anything in the line of
En la Corte del Distrito del
Condado de Catron, Nuevo Mex-
ico. ESTADO DE NUEVO
MEXICO, DEMANDOR.
vs.
La propiedad uelinquente y la
personas mostradas en la lista de
asesamiento por el ano de 1920 y
a todas los duenos y a las persor-o- s
tenier.do estado, derecho, titu-l- o
o interes en ella.
AVISO.
Aviso es por lo presente dadi
segun un juicio en rem. registra-d- o
en la arriba citida causa, y
ofrecere a venta pubhea el 25 dia
de setiembre, 1922 en la puerta
del frente de la casa de corte de
este condado, principiando a la:?
9 a. m., al mas alto postor, por
dinero al contado, la propiedad
desenpta en dechos juicios a sat- -
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Las
Cruces, New Mexico, August 12, 1922.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Leonard F. Craft, of Mangas, New
Mexico, who, on September 20, 1921,
made Homestead Entry No. 022454, for
SE1 SEJ; WJ 8Ei Section 18; NWJ
NEi; NEJ NWi; Lots 1 and 2. Section
19. T. 1 S., R. 14 W., and NJ; NWJ
SWi, Section 24, Township 1 S. Range
15 W. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make final three
years Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Justiniano
Baca, Uaite States Commissioner at
Magdalens, New Mexico, on the 4th
day of October 1922.
SflClaimant names as witnesses:
;Uel L. Howerton Bill Ktllion Sims B.
Johnston and Dempsy Smith all of
Mangas New Mexico.
Nemecia Ascarate.
Register,
Aug. 19 to Sept. 16 .
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
5 per cent paid
on time deposits
give us a trial.
T. C. Turk,
Reserve, New Mexico
isracer un derecho de retencion
del Estado por tasacion en ella y taining
to such employment, Including
that of seniority under the working
The Largest Financial Institution in Socorro County
'
YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITEDeu conformiaad con la ley en tal
-- v rules and regulations previously ai
proved by the Railroad Labor Hoard
"Just the Opposite Effect."
"We especially point out that a re
es casos hecho y proveido.
A. Kiehne,
Tesorero de condado, Condado (if
Catron, Nueva Mexico.
L. A. Jessen, Diputado.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION- - fusal to tho old men who remained In
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR lie service and to the now men who
accepted service of the rights of seniorU. S. LAND OFFICE at Las
ity Incident to their employment wouldCruces, New Mexico. August 19. 1922.
have just the opposite effect to that deNOTICE is hereby given that Joseph
The Reserve Garage I
I General Repairing, Lathe Work 1 .X
j Oxy-Acctyle- Welding
I Gas,Gil3, Accessories and Supplies X
sired by the President, and would most
seriously discredit the Labor Hoard.
New Mexico Stock
Going West
From the County Agent's Office.
A disthct movement of feeder
S. Beatty, of Greens Gap, New Mexico
who, on September 20, 1921, made
Homestead Entry, No 018647, for
WJ SEJ; EJ SW Section 11; SE1 NE;
El SEi; WJ EJ; SJ NWJ; NEJ NWi
"The board Itself prescribed the
rules of seniority under which the men
referred to have secured their senior-
ity rights, and the railroad companiesI Compare cur prices withjjothers. hove neither the legal or moral rightcalves, yearlings, and fat hogsfrom New Mezico to California
points has been noticed the past
to deprive these men of those rights.
EVERY JOB GUARANTEED Uy public utterances since the strike
begun the board has recognized and
Section 14; SEJ NEJ.Section 15 Town-
ship 3 S. Range 12 W. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final three years Proof, to
establish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before Justiniano Baca, U. S.
lew months, lhis movement will
doubtless be very much stimula- -II t . n .1X "inpliHSizad these rights, and to denythem now would, Instead of upholding
the authority of the labor board, over
ueu uy toe esiaousnmeni oi inePhone No. 3A. G. HILL, Manager. Sonny Says--Commissioner, at Magdalena, NewMexico, on the 11th day of October throw Its rules and discredit Its au-thority.
"The chairman of the labor board at1922.
Claimant names as witnesses: Hie time the strike was called made
L. 0. Fonville, James CoWart, John
Lawrence, of Greens Gap, New Nexico
Frank Landuvazo.of Datil, New Mexico
Nemecia Ascarate
Register
Aufust 2G to September 23
modei;n,;up-to-dat- e
STEAM HEATED HOT ami COLD RUNNING WATER
Art m ffl
"A drug store that can give me
just what I want in tablets, pencils,
pens and other school things 'is
the store that will get my trade."
But that is just one part of the
modern service of our store. Not
only all sorts of school supplies but
the many home needs of the
school boy will be satisfactorily
answered here.
Handy for Stationery
Buy it by the box, by the pound or
in tablets. The very best grade
that you can secure for the price
you wish to invest can be purchased
here at a saving in time and trouble.
We can show an array of tints and tex-
tures large enough to include your favorite.
rf 181 -- Mragon
new Union Stockyard at Los An-
geles.
Director G. I. Christie of Pur-
due University, who was recent
ly at th-- - New Mexico Agricultu-
ral College making a survey of
livestock conditions in the South-
west, for the syndicate which it
financing the j ard, is authorityfor the statement that 1,000 hea;i
of cattle are required evey day
to supply the needs of Los An-
geles alone. Part of these cuttle
are supplied by local packing
plants already established, the
remainder coming as dressed beef
from eastern packing centers.
Finished hogs are coming in
greatly increased numbers to
Los Angeles from the New Nexico
gram sorghum belt; shipments
of feeder hogs have also been
made from the Mesilla valleyh nce the need of a central mar-
ket at this point.
Director Christie was favora-
bly impressed by the experimen-
tal work in livestock production
which is being conducted by the
Forest Service on the Jonardo
range near Las Cruces, and bv
the following public statement:
'Tpon one question the striklnef
employes should not be deceived.Their lender hns said that tho
strikers are no long-e- employes of
tho railways, and they have thus
automatically abandoned all the
rlchts they possess under their
efireements and under the decisions
of the board. Ineludtriff their se-
niority. This is not the board's ac-
tion. It is their own.
"Many carriers are giving theirformer employes the opportunity to
the service within a lim-
ited time. Tt must be understood
now that men who remained in the
service and those who are now en-
tering it will bsve rights of senior-
ity that the board could not ig-
nore."
Wh at the Proposed Plan Means.
"Hul It must be understood that any
proposal that employes now on strike
shall he permittee! to return to the
service, without' impairment of their
seniority, Is merely another way of
suggesting that those men who took
emplojment In the crisis In good faith,
relying on the promises of the rail-
roads to protect them In their posi-
tions, these promises being justified
In the District Court cf Catron
County, New Mexico.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
PLAINTIFF.
V8
DELINQUENT PROPERTY
AND PERSONS shown on the
assessment roll for the yeat 1920
and all owners and persons hav-
ing any estate, right, title or
interest therein, defendants.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that
pursuant to judgements in rem.
entered in the above entitled,
cause, I will on the 25th. day of
HERMAN A. FUNKE, Proprietor
We Use Every EITort to Please Our Patrons
The Best Meals and Dining Room Service
M ME IT YOUR HOME WHILE IN MAGDALENA foby the authoritative utterances of thelabor board, and thus have made pos
sible the continued operation of the TABLETS PenS-PenCII- S ETCrailroads, shall now be sacrificed In
favor of men now on strike, who not
the New Mexico Agricultural
College. This will be especiallydoelared to the men that theStrikesRailroad And Coal
At A (llanee. only brought about the crisis, but bystrike must be settled, and right
September, 1922, beginning at
9 o'clock a. m., at the front
door of the court house of this
county, offer for sale at public
vendue, to the highest bidder for
gratifying to New Mexico stock-
men, since Mr. Christie's positionthere at the meeting then in GAUNT'S PHARMACY
Reserve, New Mexico.
At the time of going to press as Director of Experimental andsession. All of the different
organizations seems optomistic
at the prospect of an early
the railroad and mm stiikes
seem in a fair way of settlement
In fact it is stated by some papers
with what seems authority that
cash, the property described in
said judgements, to satisfy the
lien of the State for taxes there-
on and in accordance with the
law in such cases made and
Extension work in one of the
best livestock states, and his for-
mer position as assistant secreta-
ry of Agriculture during the war;
gives him the rank of an author-
ity on questions relating to live
stock production and marketing.
their own action and declaration, are
no longer employes of the railways,
under the jurisdiction of the C. S. Rail-
road Labor Hoard, or subject to the
application of the transportation act.
"In addition to the necessity of up-
holding the labor board, and maintain-
ing the pledges made by the railroads
to the men now at work, there Is the
practical effect on the supervisory of-
ficers of a violation of the pledges
they were authorized to make. Their
discouragement and demoralization
would be far more disastrous than
tills or uny other strike."
Vice Presidnet Coolidge, in a
speech at Tacoma, Washingtonan agreement has been reached.In the Illinois coal fields where
22menweie mudreded by the
striking miners, all seems harm-niou- s
again.
sml that the strike was a sign
of prosperity. He stated that at
ja time of general unemployment
men do not strike He says that
Ithpro will li nHn-ihterl- v ho anW. F. St me, of the brother- -
A. Kiehne,
County Treasurer of Catron
County.
L. A. Jeisen, Deputy,
1'erry Madden
LAWYER
MAGDALENA, NEW MEXICO.
hood of railway engineers, at a' 'i Mttiom,f nf th Df,.;i,0
meeting: in New York on the 18th
